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Please keep this manual for future reference.

This manual is intended to assist operating personnel in becoming familiar with the product and as guidance 
in ordering necessary parts inclusive of SuperFlow's warranty requirements. Maximum operating efficiency 
and life of any SuperFlow product will be attained through complete understanding of the instructions and 
recommendations contained within this manual. 

Services performed beyond preventive 
maintenance by personnel other than SuperFlow 
Service Technicians on any SuperFlow products 
during the warranty period may void the warranty.

!  WARNING

 

When available, please include the model 
number and serial number of the product in any 
correspondence.

IMPORTANT

Copyright 2020 by SuperFlow Dynamometers & Flowbenches. All rights reserved. No part of this publication 
may be reproduced, transcribed, or translated by any means without the prior written permission of SuperFlow 
Dynamometers & Flowbenches, N60 W22700 Silver Spring Drive, Sussex, WI 53089 USA.

No part of the software or firmware provided with this product may be upgraded, modified, or changed by any 
means without the prior written permission of SuperFlow Dynamometers & Flowbenches.

SuperFlow, WinDyn, PowerNet, ProFilter, SF902, XConsole, XDyno, XCart, NSCR, CycleDyn, AutoDyn, 
FlowCom, SuperBench, ProExport, SF-110/120/260/450/600/750, SF-1020, SF1200, ProBench, SuperBench, 
TD-1200, TDAC, Axiline, TCRS, Hicklin, Racer’s Pack, and SuperShifter are trademarks of Power Test, Inc. 
Other trademarks and trade names may be used in this document that refer to the entities claiming the marks 
and names or their products. Power Test, Inc. does not hold any proprietary interest in trademarks or trade 
names other than its own.

Trademark Notices
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 About This Manual
This manual is provided as a reference to explain the operation of the SuperFlow SF-1020 Flowbench.
An electronic PDF copy of this manual is provided on the thumb-drive sent with the SuperFlow system.

 Please read the complete manual in 
detail, prior to operating the 
machine. Contact SuperFlow 
immediately if you experience 
problems to avoid any warranty 
issues.

IMPORTANT

1.2 Target Audience
This manual is intended to be used by skilled operators proficient in the operation of the SuperFlow 
SF-1020 Flowbench.

1.3 Product Features
• Rugged construction to withstand harsh shop environments
• Castors allow for easy movement
• Bi-directional flow (intake and exhaust modes)
• Air bypass valve to provide motor cooling at low flow levels
• Automatically calculates and shows flow on the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
• Automatically regulates test pressure or flow
• Optional external velocity probe inputs
• Communicates with computers equipped with optional airflow analysis software

http://www.powertestdyno.com
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2.0 Safety Guidelines
Safety is the most important consideration when operating any machine. Operators and service personnel 
should read this manual and become familiar with its content before attempting to operate this machine 
or to perform service or maintenance to it. Familiarization with this manual will minimize the possibility of 
accidents or injuries. Although the procedures covered in this manual have proven safe in use, SuperFlow 
assumes no responsibility for personal injury or damage to equipment resulting from its applications. All 
operators must be aware that there are several hazards present to anyone in the vicinity during operation. 
Some of these hazards are:

• Hearing damage due to high noise levels
• Electrical shock
• Exposure to rotating parts

Always follow basic safety precautions when using this product to reduce risk of injury or damage to 
equipment.

• Only authorized personnel knowledgable of the operation of the flowbench should have access to 
the equipment.

• Read and understand all instructions in the user guides.
• Keep the air ducts free of dust or dirt.
• Keep loose material away from the inlet and exhaust ducts.
• Always wear eye and hearing protection whenever operating.
• Use only the proper electrical sources. Ensure circuit breakers are easily accessible and have the 

proper rating.
• Observe all warnings and instructions marked on the product.
• Provide fire extinguishers that are rated for electrical and oils.
• Provide adequate lighting in the test area.
• Refer all service questions to qualified personnel.
• Do not remove any safety guards while the machine is in operation, and be sure the safety guards 

are correctly mounted before operating the device.
• Disconnect the external power switch before opening the rear panel of the device.
• Replace the power cable if it is damaged.
• Do not store flammable materials in the vicinity of the flowbench.
• Follow all local construction codes.

These are general guidelines for working with any machine. It is often helpful to prepare a safety checklist 
that is distributed to all personnel who enter the test cell. Proper safety is achieved through reinforcement 
and discipline.
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2.0 Safety Guidelines

Refer to Manual
• Read and understand manual before operation.
• Failure to understand manual may result in personal injury and/or death.

Wear Eye and Hearing Protection
• Rotating components could cause flying debris.
• Noise levels can reach up to 85 decibels (dB) or above during machine operation.

Warning
• General warning label.
• Indicates an imminent hazard.

Entanglement Hazard
• Keep hands and arms free of rotating shaft.
• Ensure system has stopped and starting has been disabled prior to servicing.

• Do not operate without all guards and covers in place.

Electric Shock
• Exercise caution when working on or nearby. Make certain that power has been disconnected 
and all residual voltage has been taken under consideration. Unqualified personnel should 
never attempt electrical work.

Contact SuperFlow if you have any questions about the safe operations of our equipment and for service 
and advice.

The following universal warning decals can be found in the appropriate locations on your equipment. A 
description of each warning decal is provided below. In addition, these symbols will appear throughout the 
manual in sections where these hazards may be encountered. 

This manual places safety concerns into four categories, they are:

This is the highest level statement. Failure to 
follow the listed instructions will most likely result 
in severe injury or death.

!  DANGER

 

The statements used with this level of warning deal 
with a safe operating procedure. If they are ignored 
the possibility of equipment damage or personal 
injury may exist.

!  CAUTION

This is a statement of serious hazard. Failure 
to follow the listed instructions could place the 
individual at risk of serious injury or death.

!  WARNING

 

IMPORTANT indicates precautions relating to 
operation or usage of the machine or highlights 
important information on a page.

IMPORTANT
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2.0 Safety Guidelines
2.1 During Operation

 DO NOT remove any safety guards 
while the machine is in operation, 
and be sure the safety guards are 
correctly mounted before operating 
the device.

!  DANGER

WEAR EYE and HEARING 
PROTECTION. Proper eye and 
hearing protection should be worn 
at all times when the equipment is 
operating.

!  WARNING

• Keep the air ducts free of dust or dirt.
• Keep loose material away from the inlet and 

exhaust ducts.

!  CAUTION

• Inspect the equipment monthly to ensure that 
there are no broken or worn parts which could 
cause injury to personnel or damage to the 
equipment.

• Only qualified operators and maintenance 
personnel should perform the procedures 
covered in this manual.

!  WARNING
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2.0 Safety Guidelines
2.2 Lockout/Tagout Procedures

Figure 2.1: Lockout/Tagout

XXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXX

OPERATE

DO
NOT

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires, in addition to posting safety warnings 
and barricading the work area (including, but not limited to, control room and testing bay), that the power 
supply has been locked in the OFF position or disconnected. It is mandatory that an approved lockout 
device is utilized. An example of a lockout device is illustrated in "Figure 2.1: Lockout/Tagout". The proper 
lockout procedure requires that the person responsible for the repairs is the only person who has the ability 
to remove the lockout device.
In addition to the lockout device, it is also a requirement to tag the power control in a manner that will 
clearly note that repairs are under way and state who is responsible for the lockout condition. Tagout 
devices have to be constructed and printed so that exposure to weather conditions, or wet and damp 
locations, will not cause the tag to deteriorate or become unreadable.
Power Test does not recommend any particular lockout device, but recommends the utilization of an 
OSHA approved device (refer to OSHA regulation 1910.147). Power Test also recommends the review and 
implementation of an entire safety program for the Control of Hazardous Energy (Lockout/Tagout). These 
regulations are available through OSHA publication 3120. 

When working with electrical or 
electronic controls, make sure that 
the power source has been locked 
out and tagged out according to 
OSHA regulations and approved 
local electrical codes.

!  WARNING
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3.0 System Overview
3.1 Overview
The SuperFlow SF-1020 flowbench is designed to measure the airflow resistance of engine cylinder 
heads, manifolds, filters, or other devices. For intake flow testing, the flowbench draws air into the machine 
through the air pump and exits through the vents at each side of the flowbench. For exhaust flow testing, 
the airflow path is reversed.
The Flow Computer, or FlowCom, is a panel-mounted, microprocessor-based flowbench computer. It 
shows the test pressure and flow rate on an easy-to-read Liquid Crystal Display (LCD).
FlowCom automatically controls the test pressure or flow rate as entered on the keypad. The data results 
can be frozen at each test point with a button on the FlowCom or with a foot-operated push-button switch 
(not included) while manually recording the data.

3.1.1 Feature Highlights
• Rugged construction to withstand harsh shop environments
• Castors allow for easy movement
• Bi-directional flow (intake and exhaust modes)
• Air bypass valve to provide motor cooling at low flow levels
• Automatically calculates and shows flow on the LCD
• Automatically regulates test pressure or flow
• Optional external velocity probe inputs
• Communicates with computers equipped with airflow analysis software

3.1.2 Options
• Velocity Probes: Velocity probes can be connected to the FlowCom to display air speed or velocity 

percent.
• Flowbench Software: All data can be simultaneously transmitted in real time to a computer 

through a serial port connection. SuperFlow’s WinDyn™ software or Performance Trends’ Port 
Flow Analyzer™ software graphically displays flow data (in English or metric units) in real time and 
records data for later analysis.

• Air Filter: Designed for high-contamination environments, this filter can help protect the motors and 
other internal components in the SF-1020 while running in intake mode. The washable filters are 
designed with low restriction to ensure minimal effect on capacity.

• Modbus Firmware: Allows reading and writing to the FlowCom via RS-232 Modicon Bus.

3.1.3 Calibration
FlowCom sensors are calibrated at the factory for each particular flowbench. A dynamic flow calibration is 
performed yielding unique flow range values for each of the ten ranges in both intake and exhaust modes 
of operation. This precise calibration data is entered into FlowComs internal memory.
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3.0 System Overview
3.1.4 Special Applications Using an SF-1020 Flowbench
Many SuperFlow flowbenches are used daily to measure airflow through cylinder heads (intake and 
exhaust), manifolds, throttle bodies, carburetors and other components.
What can you measure on a SuperFlow SF-1020 flowbench? The answer is just about anything you can 
mount on the bench. Some manufacturers use the bench as a Quality Control (QC) process to quantify 
catalyst materials. Other applications include mufflers and air filters. The aerospace industry also uses 
the benches to maintain QC on parts for various gas turbine components. Using WinDyn for flowbenches 
provides an easy way to compare parts by Effective Flow Area (EFA). The software can also be used to 
quantify cylinder heads and manifolds with a relatively new approach.
What is the largest diameter part tested on a SuperFlow bench? Over 18 inches in diameter and 6 feet tall. 
The component is for a very large gas turbine that drives a stationary electrical power generator.
Odd applications? How about natural gas control valves that control the fuel for gigantic shipboard 
engines? How large? A 10,000-hp valve is considered small.
Small applications? The smallest known application is used to set the idle opening in throttle bodies where 
the target is 3.5 cfm at 25"H20.

3.2 Specifications
Capacity
• 1000 cfm ± 10% @ 25” test pressure 

(472 l/s ± 10% @ 63 cm)
Instrumentation
• FlowCom

Accuracy
• Flow Measurement: ± 1% of full scale 

reading (in normal operating ranges)
• Test Pressure: ±0.05” H2O (±0.13 cm)
Repeatability
• ± 0.5% of full scale reading
Temperature Measurements
• Thermistor probe(s): –112 to + 248°F 

±0.5° (–80 to +120°C ±0.3°)
 Auxiliary Inputs

• Voltage range: 0 to +3 Volts DC
• Frequency: Mag or TTL, 0 to 3200 Hz

Weight
• 480 lbs. (218 Kg)
Dimensions
• 48" L x 33" W x 43" H    

(122 x 84 x 110 cm)
Shipping Weight
• 730 lbs. (332 Kg)
Shipping Dimensions
• 50" L x 40" W x 59" H    

(127x102x150 cm)
Power Requirements
• 240 VAC, 75A, single-phase 50/60 Hz
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3.0 System Overview
3.3 SF-1020 Description
Air flows through the SF-1020 flowbench ducts on both sides of the cabinet. On intake, the air blows out 
the vents; on exhaust, air is sucked in. The test device (whatever it is being tested) is mounted on top of 
the cabinet over the baseplate opening.
A test pressure meter (pressure transducer) measures the pressure or vacuum at the base of the test 
device (just under the baseplate). Test pressure is the differential pressure as measured between 
atmosphere and a point just under the baseplate of the flow bench. This is essentially the total pressure 
drop across whatever is being tested or bolted to the flow bench. The test pressure is set to a standard 
value, for instance, 25.0" (60.0 cm) of water, by entering the value on the front panel. The flow meter 
(another pressure transducer) measures the pressure difference across an adjustable flow orifice inside the 
flowbench. The amount of flow displays in cubic feet per minute, liters per second, or cubic meters per hour 
(cfm, lps, or cmh).
By selecting different ranges, the flow meter can maintain high accuracy over a wide range of flows. 
The SF-1020 has twenty unique flow ranges, 10 for intake and 10 for exhaust. This insures the highest 
accuracy flow measurements from near 0 to 1000 cfm (0 to 470 lps).
A small fan on the side of the cabinet blows air across the back of the FlowCom panel to prevent the 
electronics from overheating.

3.3.1 Operator Panel

Figure 3.1: SF-1020 Flowbench Panel

  The FlowCom display and keypad operation are described in Chapter "4.0 Installation" on page 
13.
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Auxiliary Connections

Figure 3.2: SF-1020 Auxiliary Connections

• Foot Switch: Provides a hands-free method for the operator to freeze the FlowCom reading on the 
display so the data can be recorded. The foot switch requires a single-pole, normally open, momentary 
contact push-button switch with a standard 1/8-inch male phone plug (not included with the flowbench). 
When used with WinDyn™ or Port Flow Analyzer™, stored FlowCom data can transferred and 
recorded in the software.

• Aux Input: Provides an input for a voltage or 
frequency signal from a swirl meter or other 
analog devices. The connector wiring is shown 
in "Figure 3.3: Aux Input Connector Wiring". 
The voltage signal displays on the FlowCom 
as torque data (lb-ft or N-m) or as calculated 
swirl. The frequency displays in hertz (Hz) or 
revolutions per minute (rpm). The FlowCom can 
select which signal to use for a calculated swirl 
value. WinDyn can convert the raw data to any 
format based on the signal type.

• P2 Test Pressure: Allows the test pressure to 
be measured at a point outside the flowbench. 
Normally, the test pressure is measured at the base of the test device (under the baseplate), but if the 
device under test is attached with a long duct or adapter, the test pressure would normally be measured 
across the entire apparatus instead of only the test device. In these situations you can remove the 
jumper tube across the P2 ports and attach a tube from P2– to a port located beneath the test device. 
This allows the test pressure measurement to be moved to a point other than underneath the flow 
bench base plate.

Figure 3.3: Aux Input Connector Wiring

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

+5V
Aux Sig+
Analog gnd
Aux Sig-
Chassis gnd
+3V
Freq MAG
Freq TTL
Analog gnd

Aux 
Input

3.0 System Overview
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3.0 System Overview
• P3 Velocity Probes: Provides for readings of velocity when Pitot tubes are attached. The bottom of the 

Pitot tube (impact connection) connects to the port marked P3+. The static port (90° side connection) 
connects to the port marked P3–. These connections allow the FlowCom to provide direct velocity 
readings or % of velocity. No additional calculations are necessary when using the SuperFlow FlowCom 
device with the correct Pitot tube since the velocity value automatically displays in almost real-time.

  See section "3.4.2 Velocity Probes" on page 12 for more information.

3.3.2 Baseplate
The SF-1020 flowbench baseplate is 21 inches in 
diameter with a 5-inch diameter airflow orifice in the 
middle. Four ¼-20 threaded bolt holes spaced 5 
inches apart in a square pattern around the airflow 
orifice secure the test device to the plate. Adapters 
are available from SuperFlow for mounting a wide 
variety of cylinder heads and other test devices.

NOTE:  For safety, cover the baseplate opening 
when the flowbench is not in use to prevent 
debris from falling inside.

3.3.3 Storage Area
A storage area is provided on the SF-1020 cabinet to keep accessories nearby and secure. The motor 
controller for the flowbench is also housed in this area.

Figure 3.5: SF-1020 Storage Area

Figure 3.4: SF-1020 Baseplate
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3.3.4 Test Orifice Plate
The test orifice that was supplied with your bench 
is a test load. The 7-inch (17.8-cm) square plate 
supplied with the flowbench has punched holes 
(not bored); one is 1.875 inches in diameter, and 
the other is 0.313 inches. Each plate is labeled with 
the actual flow number in both intake and exhaust 
mode as verified at the SuperFlow factory. The test 
plate can be flowed to confirm that the bench is 
working properly.

3.3.5 Low-flow Air Bypass
Although the SF-1020 flowbench was designed for 
high test pressures and high airflow testing, some 
applications require extended testing at low flows 
(relative to bench capacity) such as air valves, 
throttle bodies, or low valve lifts for cylinder head 
testing. Because the SF-1020 was designed for 
high flows and normally depends on through-flow 
for motor cooling, low flows over an extended 
period can create higher-than-normal internal 
temperatures.

If temperatures in the motor chamber approach 
194°F (90°C), FlowCom displays a warning and 
initiates a cool-down mode. However, the mode is 
sometimes inconvenient if it occurs in the middle 
of a test. To decrease the interruptions in low flow 
testing because of higher internal temperature 
(motor cavity in the flowbench), an air cooling 
bypass panel is installed in the back panel of the 
cabinet. "Figure 3.8: Air Bypass Test" shows the 
results from a comparison test using the air bypass.

Figure 3.6: Test Orifice Plate

Figure 3.7: Air Bypass Panel

Figure 3.8: Air Bypass Test

3.0 System Overview
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3.0 System Overview
3.4 Options and Accessories

3.4.1 Air Filter
The F1200A-1030 filter assembly is designed to 
capture airborne contaminants that are part of the 
airstream during testing prior to entering the bench. 
These contaminants can be a nuisance as well as a 
hazard. The filter assembly is installed into the 
cavity beneath the test baseplate and becomes part 
of the baseplate. The washable filter has low 
restriction to ensure minimal effect on the 
flowbench capacity. The assembly has a 13-inch 
(33.02-cm) O-ring opening to easily adapt fixtures 
and mount test devices. An insert provides a 
standard 5-inch opening for the test orifice plate or 
smaller test applications.

3.4.2 Velocity Probes
The velocity probe (or Pitot Tube) is a pressure-
measuring instrument that was originally designed 
to measure fluid velocities. The probes are now 
commonly used to measure the airspeed of an 
aircraft.

The basic Pitot tube consists of a tube pointing 
directly into the airflow. As this tube traps the air, 
pressure can be measured as the moving air is 
brought to rest. This pressure is the stagnation 
pressure of the air, also known as the total 
pressure, or sometimes (particularly in aviation 
circles) the pitot pressure.

The SuperFlow velocity probe is a tube within a 
tube. The impact port (stagnation port or point) 
is the central tube. The static ports are tiny holes 
around the circumference of the outer tube. The differential pressure between these two port configurations 
allow a measurement of local velocity. When used with FlowCom, the velocity can be measured as a 
percentage of total velocity or as a speed (feet per second or meters per second).

3.4.3 Adapters and Fixtures
SuperFlow offers a wide assortment of adapters and fixtures for mounting your test device to the 
flowbench. 

 Contact SuperFlow Sales or Customer Service to find out what is available for your application.

Figure 3.9: Air Filter

Figure 3.10: Velocity Probes

http://www.powertestdyno.com
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4.0 Installation
4.1 Installation

4.1.1 Room Requirements
The SF-1020 flowbench should be placed in a relatively open area, free from loose debris such as metal 
filings or chips from machining tools. The flowbench, in essence, is a giant vacuum cleaner that will ingest 
rags, papers, and anything nearby that is not secured.
Space the flowbench with a minimum of 6 inches (15.2 cm) on all sides from any equipment or walls. The 
rear of the flowbench must have clearance so that the airflow bypass duct is clear. The bypass panel is 
used for low flows to decrease heating of the motor/blower section.
A power distribution box with a disconnect switch should be located near the flowbench. The power 
requirements for the SF-1020 is 240V, 75A, single-phase, 50 or 60 hz. The power source must be 
protected with the appropriate sized fuse or circuit breaker. The SF-1020 has internal fuses for the 
electronics but no internal overcurrent protection for the motors.
If the flowbench is in a small room and the exhaust of the bench is also into the same room, after a while, 
the flowbench may heat the area. Conditioning the air for temperature or humidity is not necessary but 
would be more comfortable for the operators.

4.1.2 Unpacking
1. The SuperFlow SF-1020 flowbench is shipped in a carton tipped up on one end.

• Carefully remove the flowbench from its shipping carton
• Set the bench upright
• Place it on a level surface

2. Open the front cabinet doors and remove any boxes or other loose items. These boxes contain 
accessories and options provided with the flowbench.

3. Vent covers on one side of the flowbench cabinet were removed for shipping. Locate the covers and 
install them before operation.
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4.0 Installation
4.1.3 Electrical
1. Connect an appropriate power cord (not 

supplied) to the service entrance box on the 
back of the cabinet.
• Follow the wiring scheme dictated on the 

power box cover ("Figure 4.1: SF-1020 
Power Input Box").

• A right-angle conduit adapter is provided to 
route the power cable through an opening in the bottom of the cabinet.

  Refer to your local electrical code for the proper size cable and connector type.

Figure 4.1: SF-1020 Power Input Box

2. Ensure the main power circuit is OFF before connecting the flowbench power cord to the 
240-VAC, 50- or 60-Hz, 75-amp power source.

Before installation, be sure the main 
voltage and current type specified 
in the identification plate match the 
supply voltage and current type 
at the place of use, and ensure the 
circuit being used is adequately 
protected.

!  WARNING
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4.2 Operational Check
Each flowbench is supplied with a test plate that verifies the bench is working properly and checks the 
flowbench calibration. The following procedure details how to perform an operational and accuracy check 
using the test orifice plate.

1. Mount only the standard Test Orifice Plate onto the top of the SuperFlow flowbench. Ensure both 
holes in the test orifice plate are open.

Figure 4.2: Test Orifice Plate

2. Press the red Power button on the FlowCom panel to start it. The green Light-Emitting Diode (LED) 
illuminates, and the current data screen appears on the display ("Figure 4.3: FlowCom Operator 
Panel"). The current range setting and direction displays at the bottom of the window.

Figure 4.3: FlowCom Operator Panel

3. Press the Intake Mode button to set the FlowCom in intake mode. The blue LED illuminates.

4.0 Installation
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4.0 Installation
4. Use the numeric keypad to set the flowbench to range 6. 

Press the number 6 button, and the range is set.

 NOTE:  The range and flow direction appear at the bottom of 
the LCD.

5. Press the ENTER ( ) key to display the Test Pressure 
selection window.

6. Use the numeric keypad to enter the test pressure as 
labeled on the orifice test plate. Press ENTER to set the test 
pressure. Then use the UP/DOWN ARROWS to set the units 
of measurement to InH2O. Press ENTER to exit.

Table 3-1. Test Orifice Ranges and Pressures

Nominal Flow Reading*

Model Flow Range Test Pressure Intake (cfm) Exhaust (cfm)

SF-1020 6 25" H2O (63.5 cm) 240 246

* The values shown here are nominal only. Actual values may depend upon the flowbench calibration.

7. Set the flow units to cfm if not already showing this.
• Press the DOWN ARROW button until the Flow line on the display highlights.
• Press ENTER.
• Press the UP or DOWN ARROW button until the Flow Rate channel (9) displays.
• Press ENTER.
• Use the UP or DOWN ARROW button to select cfm units of measurement (cfm, lps, or cmh).
• Press ENTER to exit and return to the current data screen.

8. Press the green motor power switch ( ) and allow the flowbench to stabilize. FlowCom will 
automatically adjust the motor speed to maintain the test pressure.

9. The FlowCom should now read the cubic feet per meter (cfm) flow of the test plate. If the flow is within 
3% of this reading, the flowbench and FlowCom are working properly.

   The leakage must be set to zero to produce the correct readings. The FlowCom is set 
accordingly upon first use but may have a value other than zero if the flowbench was used. 
Refer to section "5.2.5 Leakage" on page 34 for instructions on setting a leakage value.

10. Turn off the motors. Remove the test orifice plate.
This completes the operational checkout test. It can also be repeated in exhaust mode. 
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4.3 Computer Connections
The SuperFlow SF-1020 flowbench can be used as a stand-alone unit with the test pressure and flow 
measurements displayed on the front panel. However, application software can optimize the system’s 
capabilities. The SF-1020 FlowCom can automatically send all data through its serial port to a computer 
(PC) with flowbench software. The computer can be connected with either an RS232 serial cable or a 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable to communicate with WinDyn, Port Flow Analyzer, or other flowbench 
software.
The SF-1020 normally ships with an RS232 cable or a USB cable installed in the cabinet. At the right-rear 
corner on the top of the cabinet is a small plastic plug. The computer end of the cable is under this plug.

NOTE: USB is only applicable with the new style FlowCom.

Your computer determines which type of cable will work best. Either cable requires configuring the 
computer for it. The RS232 cable is the easiest to configure. However, many new computers no longer 
have this connection as a standard option, so the USB may be the only option which works fine once the 
computer is configured for it.
If the type of cable you wish to use was not installed in the cabinet, install the correct one using the 
following procedure.

  If the correct cable was installed, go to section "4.3.2 Configuring FlowCom to Communicate" on 
page 18.

4.3.1 Installing A Serial Cable
1. Acquire the correct cable from SuperFlow Customer Service using the following part numbers:

• RS232: 1200A-1085  •    USB: E4190P-2038

  NOTE:  The USB cable can be purchased at a local computer accessories supplier. However, 
the square end of the cable must have a right-angle connector for it to clear the SF-1020 
cabinet opening.

2. Remove the blank panel on the right end of the SF-1020 front panel.
3. Remove the eight screws holding the FlowCom panel to the cabinet. Do not lift the panel at this time.
4. Using an electrician’s fish tape or a stiff wire, route the serial cable in the channel from the opening in 

the right-rear top of the cabinet to the front panel opening. The existing cable can be used to pull the 
serial cable through the cabinet if it will not be used.

 IMPORTANT:  Make certain the computer connection end of the cable is at the small opening at the rear 
of the cabinet and the FlowCom end is at the front

4.0 Installation
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.
5. Lift up the FlowCom panel, and route the serial 

cable to the FlowCom panel.
• The six-pin Molex® connector of the 1200A-

1085 RS232 cable connects to J2 on the 
circuit card.

• The right-angled square USB connector 
goes to J6 on the circuit card. The right-
angle connector is necessary to clear the 
cabinet opening when the panel is replaced.

6. Replace the FlowCom panel and secure it with 
the screws removed in step 3.

7. Replace the blank panel and secure.

4.3.2 Configuring FlowCom to Communicate
1. On the FlowCom panel, press the green button ( ) to turn 

the power on. Wait for the current data screen to appear. 

2. Press CONF ( F1 ) button to access the Configuration menu.

3. Press the DOWN ARROW button ( ) to scroll to 
USB/Serial. 

4. Press the ENTER button ( ).
5. Type 3512 for the password. Press ENTER.
6. The Select host connection screen appears. The current 

mode is indicated by a box around the connection type - USB 
or Serial.

7. Press the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW buttons (  ) to select 
the connection type.

8. Press ENTER.
9. Press F1 to exit and return to the main operating screen.

Figure 4.4: Circuit Board Serial Connection

4.0 Installation
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4.3.3 RS232 Serial Connection
An RS232 serial cable can be used with a direct serial port on the computer. In this procedure, a DB9 
nine-pin connector is used on the computer configured as a serial port.

  You will need a special serial cable. If it was not provided with the flowbench, contact SuperFlow 
Customer Service and ask for part number 1200A-1085. This cable is used to connect directly 
between the 1020 circuit board and the computer.

1. Ensure that the FlowCom is configured for Serial communication.

   See section "4.3.2 Configuring FlowCom to Communicate" on page 18.

2. Locate the 1200A-1085 serial cable in the opening at the right-rear corner on the top of the flowbench 
cabinet. It may be under the small plastic cover.

3. Connect the cable to the nine-pin serial port connection on the computer. Use an extension if 
necessary.

  Consult a computer expert if your computer does not have a nine-pin serial connection and you 
want one installed.

   Consult the instructions that came with the software package for the proper COM settings. For 
SuperFlow WinDyn and Performance Trends Port Flow Analyzer, see section "4.4.3 Checking the 
COM Port Assignment" on page 24.

4.0 Installation
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4.3.4 Universal Serial Bus (USB) Connection
The USB communication requires special USB/
serial driver software installed on the computer 
and configured for the correct COM port to 
communicate with the FlowCom.
You will need a USB cable with a right-angle square 
plug. One may be included with the SF-1020 and 
may or may not be installed in the flowbench.

  Contact SuperFlow Customer Service to order a replacement cable (part number E4190P-2038) or 
purchase one at a local computer supply outlet. Refer to section "4.3.1 Installing A Serial Cable" on 
page 17 for instructions on how to install it.

1. Ensure that the FlowCom is configured for USB communication.

   See section "4.3.2 Configuring FlowCom to Communicate" on 
page 18.

2. Locate the USB cable in the opening at the right-rear corner on top of 
the flowbench cabinet. It may be under the small plastic plug.

 DO NOT connect the cable to the computer at this time.

 

The USB driver must be installed on the computer 
before connecting the FlowCom. If the FlowCom 
is connected and turned on without the driver 
installed, Windows will detect the new hardware 
and unsuccessfully attempt to install a driver. 
To rectify this situation, the driver installed by 
Windows must be uninstalled and the correct driver 
installed according to the following procedure.

!  CAUTION

Installing the USB Driver

  The driver software is provided with the flowbench. The software is on the USB thumb-drive that 
accompanied the equipment. Contact SuperFlow Customer Service if you cannot locate the USB 
thumb-drive.

1. Insert the USB thumb-drive into one of the computers USB ports.

 NOTE:  If the program does not automatically start, click Start and select Run. Type X:\Setup.exe 
(where X is the drive letter for your USB drive). Or select Start>>Run and then browse for the 
Setup.exe file. Double-click it to start the program.

2. When the VCP InstallShield Wizard appears, follow the subsequent instructions.

Only computer experts should attempt this 
configuration. SuperFlow does not guarantee that 
this is easy or that it works for all computers.

!  CAUTION

Figure 4.5: 
Right-angle USB

4.0 Installation
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3. When the License Agreement appears, select I accept the terms of the license agreement.
4. Click Next. If the system checks for compatibility and a Software Installation dialog box appears 

stating the software did not pass the test. This only means the software was not submitted to Microsoft 
for their approval. The software will not cause any problems with your computer.

5. Click Continue Anyway. You may need to do this twice.
6. The InstallShield Wizard Complete window appears stating the installation was successful.
7. Click Finish to close the program.

Configuring the USB Communication
1. Locate the computer end of a USB cable in the opening at the right-rear 

corner on top of the flowbench cabinet. It may be under the small plastic 
plug.

2. Connect the USB cable to the FlowCom and to an available port on the 
computer. Use an extension if necessary.

3. Power on the FlowCom. When Windows detects the hardware, the 
Found New Hardware Wizard appears.

4. Do not allow the wizard to connect to the Internet. Select No, not this 
time and click Next.

5. The Found New Hardware Wizard software installation window 
appears.

6. The wizard requests an installation CD, but this is not necessary to complete the installation. Select 
Install the software automatically (Recommended).

7. Click Next.
8. If Windows performs a logo test to check compatibility and a Hardware Installation dialog box appears 

stating the software did not pass the test, this only means the software was not submitted to Microsoft 
for their approval. The software will not cause any problems with your computer.

9. Click Continue Anyway.
10. The Completing the Found New Hardware Wizard window appears.
11. The installation for the first device is complete. Click Finish.
12. The Found New Hardware Wizard will open again to install a second device. Repeat steps 5 through 

11.

Figure 4.6: 
USB Connections

USB CABLE

4.0 Installation
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4.4 Software Programs
4.4.1 Installation and Operation

  Refer to the installation and operation instructions that accompanied the software package.

4.4.2 Communications
The software communication must be configured for the correct COM port that FlowCom is using.

• For standard serial communication, this is COM1 or COM2; the serial port on most computers is 
COM1.

• For USB communication, the USB/serial driver must be assigned to a COM port that the software 
recognizes.

WinDyn
Start WinDyn. The FlowLink program on the taskbar will indicate whether FlowCom is communicating with 
WinDyn. If a message on the FlowLink bar reads Comm OK, nothing else must be done.

FlowLink Not Communicating
If the FlowCom is flashing NO COMM!, you must 
set the COM ports.
1. Click the FlowLink program to open the 

communications window.

2. From the FlowLink menu, select Configure.... 
The FlowLink Configuration dialog box 
appears.

3. Click the desired communication port (COMM1 
or COMM2). If you are not certain about which 
setting to use, refer to section 4.4.3, “Checking 
the COM Port Assignment,” on page 26 to 
determine which COM port the FlowCom is 
connected to.

4. Click OK.
5. Minimize (do not close) the FlowLink window; or close and restart WinDyn.

4.0 Installation
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Port Flow Analyzer
Port Flow Analyzer (PFA) version 3.0 or higher can use any COM port between 1 and 8. It can 
automatically detect the FlowCom and set the COM port accordingly. This is the default preference setting 
after installation.
1. To check or change the preference setting, click 

Preferences at the top of the main screen, then 
click the General Operation tab.

  If the Automatically Find Com Ports drop-
down list is set to Yes, the COM port is 
automatically detected and set. If set to No, the 
port setting can be manually set.

2. Click OK at the top right to keep this setting.

3. Now click Flow Bench at the top of the main 
window. The Flow Bench Specs dialog box 
appears.

4. In the Electronics area (lower left corner), click 
the Com Port drop-down list to select the Com 
Port to use. If the FlowCom is communicating 
with PFA, the Load In from FlowCom Now 
button in the right pane is active.

5. When PFA and FlowCom are communicating, 
the two can be used together.

  Refer to the PFA operations manual for 
further instructions.

4.0 Installation
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4.4.3 Checking the COM Port Assignment
Windows will assign an available COM port to the USB/serial driver. If the flow software is not configured 
for that COM port, FlowCom cannot communicate properly with the computer. The assigned COM can be 
verified and changed using the following procedure.
1. Ensure the FlowCom is connected to the 

computer and is set for USB connection 
(see section "4.3.2 Configuring FlowCom to 
Communicate" on page 18).

2. Press the green button ( ) to turn ON the 
FlowCom power.

3. Open the Windows Device Manager and 
determine which serial port the USB is using:
• Access the System Properties dialog box 

on the computer.

   Windows software provides several 
methods for opening the System 
Properties depending upon how the 
computer’s Start menu and desktop are 
configured. Refer to the Windows online 
Help for assistance if you do not know 
how to open this dialog box, or ask for 
assistance from someone who knows 
how to do this.

• In the System Properties dialog box, click 
the Hardware tab.

• Click the Device Manager button to open the dialog box, then click the PLUS SIGN (+) sign next to 
Ports (COM & LPT).

• Note which COM port the FlowCom is connected to.
 − The USB/serial port when a USB cable is used.
 − The Communications port when a serial cable is used.

• If the COM port is compatible with the software, close the dialog boxes and use the software 
communication tools to set the COM port.

4.0 Installation
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Changing the COM Port Assignment
1. On the Device Manager dialog box, select 

USB – Serial Port and double-click or press 
ENTER. The Communications Port [Port 
Name] Properties dialog box appears.

2. Click the Port Settings tab, then click the 
Advanced button.

3. The Advanced Settings for [Port Name] 
dialog box appears.

4. The COM Port Number displays in the drop-
down list at the bottom left. Click the arrow to 
change the COM port.

5. Click OK or close all dialog boxes. Check the 
flow software for communication.

If no compatible COM ports are available, one must 
be made available. This may require changes to 
the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) settings on 
the computer which should only be attempted by 
a computer expert. An option would be to add a 
serial Input/Output (I/O) device to the computer and 
use the serial connection setting on the FlowCom.

!  CAUTION

SuperFlow is not responsible for any damage 
that may occur to your computer settings if this 
procedure is not followed correctly.

!  CAUTION

4.0 Installation
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5.0 Operation

 DO NOT remove any safety guards 
while the machine is in operation, 
and be sure the safety guards are 
correctly mounted before operating 
the device.

!  DANGER

WEAR EYE and HEARING 
PROTECTION. Proper eye and 
hearing protection should be worn 
at all times when the equipment is 
operating.

!  WARNING

5.1 The Flow Computer
The SF-1020 Flow Computer (FlowCom) is easy to use for normal flow testing. After mounting your test 
piece on the baseplate, enter the desired test pressure and range, turn the motors on, and read the flow. 
The advance features of FlowCom allow you to select the units of measurements and add options such as 
swirl meters or velocity probes.
When the operator requests a test pressure, the unit will servo to that test pressure so the flow test can be 
performed. If the acquired test pressure cannot be reached but is within 50% of the target test pressure, 
the flow displayed will be corrected to the target test pressure.

Example:
  With the air bypass valve in service, a target test pressure is set to 25 inches of water (inH2O) and the 

acquired test pressure is only 20 inH2O. Then the displayed flow is what it would be at 25 inH2O test 
pressure.

This convenient feature speeds up the testing process considerably.

• Keep the air ducts free of dust or dirt.
• Keep loose material away from the inlet and 

exhaust ducts.

!  CAUTION

• Inspect the equipment monthly to ensure that 
there are no broken or worn parts which could 
cause injury to personnel or damage to the 
equipment.

• Only qualified operators and maintenance 
personnel should perform the procedures 
covered in this manual.

!  WARNING
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5.0 Operation
5.1.1 Display Panel and Keypad
The front panel provides the FlowCom operator controls. The push-button controls are encased in 
the membrane panel for greater reliability. Data is viewed on a 128x64 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). 
Light-Emitting Diode (LED) lights indicate power, motors, and direction status.

Figure 5.1: FlowCom Operator Panel

Table 5-1. Keypad Functions

Graphic Key Name Function Description

RED Power Turns the power on and off.

GREEN Motor Turns the flowbench motors on and off.

BLUE Direction Selects intake or exhaust mode. The upper button (blue LED) 
indicates intake; the lower button (amber LED) is exhaust.

UP ARROW Scroll Up Selects items on the display.

DOWN ARROW Scroll Down Selects items on the display.

F1 Configuration Accesses a menu for FlowCom general setup and configuration.

F2 Calibration Accesses the calibration functions.

F3 Test Accesses the test functions.

BACK ARROW Scroll Back Selects items on the display.

FORWARD ARROW Scroll Forward Selects items on the display.

BENT ARROW Enter Activates the current selection.
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5.0 Operation
5.1.2 FlowCom Channels
The values displayed on the front panel are referred to as channels. Fourteen channels are available; 
select any of these to display on the FlowCom.

  For the procedure for changing the displays, see section "5.2.3 Setting the Units of Measurement" 
on page 33.

Table 5-2. FlowCom Channels

Channel 
Number Channel Name Channel Type Channel Description Units Of 

Measurements

1 Flow Press Measured Pressure difference across the internal 
flow orifice

InH2O, cmH20, mm/Hg, 
or mBar

2 Test Press Measured Pressure at the base of the test orifice as 
referenced to atmosphere

InH2O, cmH20, mm/Hg, 
or mBar

3 Velocity Press Measured

Pressure difference across the two ports of 
a velocity probe (or Pitot tube). Could also 
be configured as an additional pressure 
measurement, contact SuperFlow 
Customer Service

InH2O, cmH20, mm/Hg, 
or mBar

4 Baro Press Measured Atmospheric pressure (uncorrected for sea 
level) In/Hg, psi, or kPa

5 Temp #2 Measured Motor chamber air temperature Fahrenheit, Celsius, or 
Kelvin

6 Temp #1 Measured Air temperature in the chamber under the 
baseplate

Fahrenheit, Celsius, or 
Kelvin

7 Aux Input Measured
Measured voltage input from a strain 
gauge, load cell, or swirl meter; available 
on the front panel

N-m, lb-ft, or swirl

8 Temp #3 Measured Range orifice position N/A

9 Flow Rate Calculated Airflow rate based on flow pressure 
measurement cfm, lps, or cmh

10 Velocity Calculated Air speed in distance or percent based on 
Velocity pressure input %Velc, F/Sec, or m/Sec

11 Delta-T Calculated Temperature difference between Temp #1 
and Temp #2 (T1–T2)

Fahrenheit, Celsius, or 
Kelvin

12 % of Flow Calculated Percentage of the full-scale capacity of the 
range in use % F.S.

13 Rel Swirl Calculated Measured swirl value (frequency or 
voltage) divided by the flow rate Swirl

14 Frequency Calculated Frequency input from a swirl meter or 
other device Hertz, swirl, or rpm
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5.0 Operation
5.2 FlowCom Operation
When you first turn on the FlowCom power, 
a window appears displaying SuperFlow 
Technologies Group, FlowCom, the firmware 
version number, and SF-1020. This display is 
quickly followed by the current data screen showing 
normal test readouts ("Figure 4.2: Test Orifice Plate" on page 15).

Figure 5.2: Current Data Screen

The top line shows an abbreviated description of the function keys above the display ("Table 5-1. Keypad 
Functions" on page 27).
The three middle lines display the test values. For the purpose of detailing the basic operation, the default 
channels are shown: Test Pressure, Flow Rate, and Velocity. Most testing requires only this screen. As 
shown in "Figure 5.2: Current Data Screen", the top current data line reads test pressure in inches of water 
(inH2O). The middle reading is the test flow in cfm. The bottom reading is the % of maximum velocity when 
the velocity probe is used.

  The displayed channel selection can be changed if desired. See section "5.2.3 Setting the Units of 
Measurement" on page 33.

The bottom line shows the current range, flow direction, and servo mode:
• Range: The number indicates the range (1–10)
• Direction:

 − Int: Intake
 − Exh: Exhaust

• Servo Mode:
 − PR: Test Pressure
 − FL: Flow Rate

This flowbench is in Range 4, Intake mode, and controlling Test Pressure.

The easiest way to learn and master the basic 
operation of the flowbench is to flow the test 
orifice plate according to section "4.2 Operational 
Check" on page 15.

IMPORTANT
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5.2.1 Setting the Flow Direction and Range
You can set the flow direction and flow range in several ways. The quickest method is to use the direction 
button and numeric keypad on the FlowCom panel (see "Figure 5.1: FlowCom Operator Panel"). If desired, 
the direction and range can be selected individually through display menus. One final method allows you to 
set both the direction and range on one display menu.

Flow Direction
Method 1

Press the Direction button on the FlowCom panel. The upper button is for Intake mode 
(blue light) and the lower button is for Exhaust mode (amber light).
The flowbench direction motor will move to the desired setting. A screen appears indicating the 
action is in progress.

When the direction is set in the proper position, the motor stops and the display returns to the current data 
screen. The selected flow direction displays on the bottom line.
Method 2

1. Press TEST button ( F3 ) on the FlowCom panel. The Test menu appears.

2. Use the DOWN ARROW button to scroll to Intake/Exhaust. Press ENTER button ( ). The Select 
Flow Direction screen appears.

3. Press the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW button to select the desired direction. Press ENTER. The display 
returns to the previous screen. Press F3 button to exit and return to the current data screen which 
indicates the selected direction on the bottom display line.

5.0 Operation
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Flow Range
Press the range number on the numeric keypad. The flowbench orifice motor will move to 
the desired range setting. During this time the display indicates the action is in progress 
(see “Method 1” under section "5.2.2 Setting the Test Pressure" on page 32). The 
range orifice motor will continue moving until it is in the proper position. All other FlowCom 
functions are disabled until the range is set.
When the range orifice reaches the proper position, the motors stop and the FlowCom 
returns to the current data screen. The selected range displays on the bottom line of the display.

Flow Direction and Range
1. Press TEST button ( F3 ) on the FlowCom panel. The Test menu appears.

2. Use the DOWN ARROW button to scroll to Range Setting. Press ENTER button ( ). The Select flow 
range screen appears.

3. Press the F2 (Intake) or F3 (Exhaust) buttons to select the flow direction. Press the UP or DOWN 
ARROW buttons to scroll to the desired range. The full-scale flow reading for that range and direction 
displays on the screen. Press F1 (Back) to return to the previous screen. Press any of the F buttons to 
return to the current data screen.

5.0 Operation
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5.2.2 Setting the Test Pressure
The SF-1020 FlowCom will automatically regulate the pressure of the air flowing through the device under 
test. To set the Test Pressure, enter the desired value on the FlowCom panel.

Method 1

1. While viewing the current data screen, press the ENTER button ( ) under the PR label. The Enter 
new test pressure screen appears.

  The display will show the current test pressure setting and the units of measurement. You can use the 
LEFT and RIGHT ARROW buttons to switch between the two values.

2. With the pressure value selected (as shown), enter a value using the numeric keypad.
3. Press ENTER. The units of measurement will highlight.
4. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to select the units (inH2O, cmH2O, mmHg, or mBar).
5. Press ENTER to exit and return to the current data screen.

Method 2

1. Press TEST button ( F3 ) on the FlowCom panel. The Test menu appears.

2. Servo Value should be selected. If not, use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to it.

3. Press ENTER button ( ). The Enter new test pressure screen appears.

4. With the pressure value selected (as shown), enter a value using the numeric keypad.
5. Press ENTER. The units of measurement then highlight.
6. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to select the units (inH2O, cmH2O, mmHg, or mBar).
7. Press ENTER to exit and return to the current data screen.

5.0 Operation
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5.2.3 Setting the Units of Measurement
The current data screen can show any three of the channels defined in the FlowCom (see "Table 5-2. 
FlowCom Channels" on page 28) with several different units of measurements available.
1. To set the displayed channel and units of measurement from the current data screen, press the 

DOWN ARROW button until the desired line on the display highlights.

2. Press ENTER button ( ). The Select channel to display screen appears.

3. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to the desired channel.
4. Press ENTER to access the Enter units of [Flow Rate] screen.

5. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to the units of measurement.
6. Press ENTER to exit and return to the current data screen.

5.2.4 Selecting Displayed Channels

  See section "5.2.3 Setting the Units of Measurement" on page 33. 

5.0 Operation
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5.2.5 Leakage
The flowbench measures all airflow between the calibrated range orifice and the open end of the device 
under test, including air leakage anywhere in the path. This leakage can be measured and compensated 
for in the FlowCom flow readings.
1. Close all normal openings on the test device (close the valves on a cylinder head, block off the end of a 

filter or muffler, etc.).
2. Set the flowbench to range #1 (see section "5.2.1 Setting the Flow Direction and Range" on page 

30).
3. Enter a leakage value of zero:

3a. Press TEST button ( F3 ) on the FlowCom panel. The Test menu appears.

3b. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to Leakage. Press ENTER button ( ). The Enter 
leakage rate screen appears.

3c. Using the numeric keypad, press 0, then press ENTER.
3d. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to the desired units of measurement. This must 

match the units used in the normal testing.
3e. Press ENTER to return to the previous screen.
3f. Press any of the F keys to return to the current data screen.

4. Set the Test Pressure to the desired value (see section "5.2.2 Setting the Test Pressure" on page 
32).

5. Press the green motor ( ) button to turn ON the flowbench motors.
6. Allow the flowbench reading to stabilize, and note the flow rate.
7. Turn the flowbench motors OFF.
8. Repeat step 3 and enter the leakage value.

5.0 Operation
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5.2.6 Setting the Servo Mode
The SF-1020 is capable of controlling the airflow to either test pressure or flow rate. In test pressure 
servo mode, the air pressure is set and the flow rate measured. In flow rate servo mode, the airflow is set 
and the test pressure measured.

1. To change the servo mode in the Test menu, TEST button ( F3 ) on the FlowCom panel. The Test menu 
appears.

1. Use the DOWN ARROW button to scroll to Servo Mode.

2. Press ENTER button ( ). The Bench controls to: screen appears (servo mode).

3. Use the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW buttons to select a setting.
4. Press ENTER to set the servo mode and return to the previous screen.
5. Press any of the F keys to return to the current data screen.
From this point on (or until the servo mode is changed), FlowCom will control the airflow to the 
selected servo mode. The label above the ENTER button indicates what mode the FlowCom is in 
(PR = Test Pressure, FL = Flow Rate).
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5.3 FlowCom Configuration
The Configuration menu in FlowCom allows the operator to access special features. Some of these 
features are used in normal operation, some are for special applications, and some are critical for proper 
flowbench operation. The critical features are password protected to prevent inadvertent access.

1. Press the CONF ( F1 ) button to access the Configuration menu.
2. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to the desired feature.

3. Press the ENTER button ( ) to access the feature.
4. Press any of the F buttons to return to the Configuration menu current data screen.

5.3.1 Autozero
This function sets all of the measured sensor channels except temperature and barometric pressure to 
zero. Do not make this selection if any pressure, frequency, or torque is applied to the sensors.
On the SF-1020, the pressure transducers are automatically autozeroed every 10 seconds when the motor 
is OFF as long as Autozero all channels now is set to YES. This feature can be turned off if desired.

1. Use the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW buttons to select Yes.

2. Press ENTER button ( ) to perform the action and return to the previous screen.
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5.3.1 TP Correction
The SF-1020 flowbench is calibrated at the factory using a standard 25 inH2O of test pressure in all 
ranges. If the test pressure used is considerably different, the flow rate reading may be slightly inaccurate 
(approximately 1%). 

1. Use the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW buttons to select a setting.

2. Press ENTER button ( ) to perform the action and return to the previous screen.
3. Press the BACK button to cancel the operation and exit the screen.

5.3.3 Filter Setup
The Filter Setup selects the filtration rates for averaging the displayed data of measured channels. The 
rates can be selected individually for each sensor input.

  See section "6.5 FlowCom Filter Setup" on page 61 for instructions on changing the filter values.

5.3.4 Adjusting Contrast
You can adjust the contrast on the FlowCom LCD display for better viewing.

1. Press and release the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW buttons to adjust the display contrast. One press 
moves the bar one position.

2. Press DEFT to return the contrast to the default factory setting.
3. Press SAVE to accept the new setting and return to the previous screen.

5.3.5 Exhaust Full Scale (F.S.)
Use Exhaust Full Scale to change the full-scale flow value for each of the available exhaust flow ranges. 
This feature requires a password to access the function. Do not change these values unless you have 
accurate calibration data. The correct values are listed on the calibration sheet shipped with the flowbench 
or obtained when the flowbench is calibrated.
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5.3.6 Intake Full Scale (F.S.)
Use Intake Full Scale to change the full-scale flow value for each of the available intake flow ranges. This 
feature requires a password to access the function. Do not change these values unless you have accurate 
calibration data. The correct values are listed on the calibration sheet shipped with the flowbench or 
obtained when the flowbench is calibrated.

5.3.7 Swirl Source
Set Swirl Source selects whether a frequency or torque type swirl meter is used. This function has no 
effect if you do not have a swirl meter.
1. Enter the password 3512 to access the Select swirl source screen.

2. Use the LEFT or RIGHT ARROW button to select the desired setting.

3. Press ENTER button ( ) to accept the change and return to the previous screen.
4. Press BACK to cancel the operation and exit the screen.

5.3.8 Pulses/Rev
Frq. Pulses/Rev sets the counts per revolution for frequency type swirl meters.
1. Enter the password 3512 to access the Enter swirl pulses/rev screen.

2. Use the numeric keypad to enter the correct number of pulses per revolution for the swirl meter 
according to the manufacturer’s specifications.

3. 3. Press ENTER button ( ) to accept the entry and return to the previous screen.
4. 4. Press BACK to cancel the operation and exit the screen.
5. 5. Press CLR to clear the current value.
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5.3.9 Serial/USB
The SF-1020 FlowCom can automatically send all data through its serial port to a computer with flowbench 
software. The computer can be connected with either an RS232 serial cable or a Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) cable to communicate with WinDyn™, Port Flow Analyzer™, or other flowbench software.

  See section "4.3 Computer Connections" on page 17 for more information and instructions.

5.3.10 Config P/I
FlowCom utilizes a closed-loop feedback system for controlling the test pressure or flow rate. This system 
requires values known as P and I terms. These values can be changed if the conditions warrant it. The 
default values are usually sufficient for most applications and should not require alteration. This feature 
requires a password to access the function.

  See section "6.6 Control Settings" on page 62 for instructions on changing these settings.
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5.4 Flow Testing
The SF-1020 has 10 flow ranges (see "Table 5-3. SF-1020 Nominal Flow Ranges"). Perform flow testing 
in the range that provides a flow rate between 70% and 100% of the full-scale range. If uncertain of the 
correct range to use, start with a high range and move down until you find the correct range. For greatest 
accuracy, always test in the lowest range possible. If over 100% of range, then move up one range. If less 
than 70% of range, then move down at least one range. 

A channel on the FlowCom can be used to view the flow range percentage (channel # 12, % of Flow). 
FlowCom displays an "˄" when the flow is too high for the range selected ie >100% of range. FlowCom 
displays a "˅" when the flow is too low for the range selected.

Table 5-3. SF-1020 Nominal Flow Ranges

Range Number Nominal Full-Scale Flow Range

1 25 cfm (12 lps)

2 50 cfm (24 lps)

3 100 cfm (47 lps)

4 150 cfm (71 lps)

5 200 cfm (94 lps)

6 300 cfm (142 lps)

7 400 cfm (189 lps)

8 500 cfm (236 lps)

9 700 cfm (330 lps)

10 1000 cfm (472 lps)
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5.4.1 Performing a Flow Test
NOTE:  For reference purposes, the part being tested is called the “test device.” The part of the flowbench 

where the test device is mounted is called the “baseplate.”

Test Preliminaries
Remove the test orifice plate from the flowbench and install the test device with any accessories required 
(valve opener, radius guide, etc.). Ensure a good seal exists between the test device and the baseplate.

Leak Test
A leak test should be performed to determine if airflow is flowing anywhere besides through the test device. 
To do this, you must seal off the normal open port on the test device. On cylinder heads this means the 
valves are closed. Other devices may require some sort of cover or block-off plate. If testing in exhaust 
mode, make sure the cover is secured or it will be blown off.
Perform the leakage test according to the procedure in section "5.2.5 Leakage" on page 34. Use the 
same mode and test pressure that will be used in the normal test.
On flowbench range 1, leakage is usually from 0.5 to 2 cfm (0.50 to 1.0 l/s). If no leakage occurs, the 
test flow may read zero. The leakage will not affect the final test results as long as the leakage has been 
measured and entered into the FlowCom. Entered leakage flow is subtracted from the measured flow for 
an accurate measurement.

Flow Test
Remove the cover from the test device, or open the valve in the test head to the first lift point. Set the flow 
range to the desired range, see "Table 5-3. SF-1020 Nominal Flow Ranges" on page 40.
Turn ON the motors, allow the flowbench to stabilize, and record the readings from the FlowCom display 
(or if flow software is installed, press the Record button according to the software instructions). Turn the 
motors OFF.

IMPORTANT:  The flowbench is designed with multiple ranges so the flow may be measured very 
accurately. For greatest accuracy, always test in the lowest range possible. If over 100% 
of range, then move up one range. If less than 70% of range, then move down at least one 
range.

Make any changes to the test device as desired and repeat the test.

  Refer to Chapter "5.0 Operation", for special testing applications.
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5.4.2 Analyzing the Test Data
For simple analysis of the test results, it is only necessary to observe the Test Flow. This flow can be 
compared to other tests of the same test device with the same setup without further calculations. No 
atmospheric corrections are required.

NOTE: Because of the flowbench design, atmospheric differences cancel out automatically.

  The flow results can also be plotted on graphs. Flow software can automatically plot the data. 
Additional factors and relationships are discussed in Chapter "7.0 Flowbench Theory" on page 
66. Specific applications are discussed in Chapter "8.0 Flowbench Applications and Techniques" 
on page 75.

5.4.3 Preventing Test Errors
Each test you create involves considerable effort on your part that is wasted if you allow undetected errors 
to creep into your test methods. Always check the following points to reduce the chances of mistakes.
1. Always use the same orifice range at the same test point.
2. Keep the leakage flow to a minimum by making a good seal on all surfaces, including the valves in the 

head.
3. Ensure that nothing alters the size of the testing opening when the motors are on. If light valve springs 

are used, make sure the valves are not sucked open by the intake test’s vacuum.
4. When testing cylinder heads, always use a flow inlet guide on the intake side of the head, and always 

use the same guide and cylinder adapter.
5. As nearly as possible, conduct all tests with the same equipment, used in the same way.
6. When in doubt, repeat the tests. If you don't get the same results, start over.
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5.5 Air Bypass
If testing will be done in low flow ranges or if the tests will run continuously for more than a few minutes, 
open the air bypass panel to allow more air to flow through the motors.

The adjustable valve in the air bypass panel is capable of passing airflow from as little as 90 cfm to as 
much as 400+ cfm. Because this valve passes motor cooling air only, the overall accuracy of the flowbench 
is not affected. SuperFlow suggests opening the bypass valve any time flow testing will include over 2–3 
minutes of testing at less than 200 cfm (at 50"H2O test pressure) to keep internal bench (motor section) 
temperatures manageable.

• Use a a 3/16 Allen wrench to adjust the bypass.

 − All the way counterclockwise seals off bypass air.

 − All the way clockwise provides maximum bypass air.

• Run this vent open as much as possible. Start with it all the way open.

 − If you need more capacity, close it as necessary to achieve your servo value.

 − Having this vent open as much as possible allows more fresh air into the motors.
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6.0 Maintenance
6.1 Maintenance
Very little maintenance is required on the SF-1020 flowbench; however, it is important to keep the 
flowbench clean. Regular calibration is not necessary as long as you do not change or modify anything 
inside the flowbench, but some manufacturing users find that periodic calibration ensures product quality.

6.2 Troubleshooting
Before assuming anything is wrong with the flowbench, verify that all of the electrical connections are 
intact, and perform the operation check as detailed in "4.2 Operational Check" on page 15. If a problem 
with the flowbench measuring system arises, check the following:

Table 6-1. Troubleshooting

Problem Solution

The flowbench will 
not power on

• Ensure the power cord is plugged in
• Check the main breaker at the power distribution box
• Check the 2-amp fuses in the motor control box inside the door on the 

front of the flowbench (see section "6.4.1 Fuses" on page 51)
• Check the cable connections on the back of the FlowCom panel
• The FlowCom or motor controller is defective

The airflow motors 
shut off after 
running for a few 
minutes

• The motors are overheating—open the air bypass valve on the back of 
the cabinet

• One or more motors are defective and overheating—go to section "6.4.3 
Blower Motor Replacement" on page 53.

• The motor temperature sensor is defective or giving an incorrect 
reading—go to section "6.4.6 Temperature Probes" on page 55.

Surging motors

• Bi-stable phenomenon due to port in head
• Line voltage varying
• Motor is failing
• Motor controller malfunction
• FlowCom PI settings may be wrong — go to section "6.6 Control 

Settings" on page 62

The range selected 
cannot be set

• Check the ½-amp fuses in the motor control box inside the door on the 
front of the flowbench (see section "6.4.1 Fuses" on page 51)

• Check the cable connections on the back of the FlowCom panel
• The range orifice motor is defective (see section "6.4.7 Orifice Motor 

Assembly" on page 56)
• The FlowCom is defective (contact SuperFlow Customer Service)

http://www.powertestdyno.com
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6.0 Maintenance
Table 6-1. Troubleshooting (continued)

Problem Solution

The flow direction 
does not change 
or the motor runs 
continuously

• The microswitches for the direction plate travel are stuck or not making 
contact with the direction plate (go to section "6.4.5 Directional Switches" 
on page 54)

• The direction plate is bound or jammed
• The drive chain is broken or has slipped off the sprocket
• The direction motor is defective

No Test Pressure 
Reading

• The U-tube connecting P2+ to P2– is removed
• Check vinyl tubing that connects to the P2 pressure transducer. Ensure 

the hose has no kinks or has not come off of the transducer. 
• The P2 pressure transducer is defective or needs calibrating

Flow readings are all 
too high or too low

• Perform the flowbench flow tests according to the procedures in section 
"6.3 Flowbench Flow Tests" on page 46 (see "Table 6-2. Test Results" 
on page 50 for the test results)

Excessive leakage
• Perform the no-flow test according to the procedure in section "6.3 

Flowbench Flow Tests" (see "Table 6-2. Test Results" on page 50 for 
the test results)

The flowbench 
seems to have 
diminished capacity

• Perform the maximum capacity test according to the procedure in section 
"6.3 Flowbench Flow Tests" (see "Table 6-2. Test Results" on page 50 
for the test results)

• The back vent is open is too much.

No communication 
between FlowCom 
and the computer

• Disconnected or defective cable
• Communication port not configured properly on computer (go to section 

"4.3 Computer Connections" on page 17)
• Flow software is not configured properly
• Communication port malfunction on computer
• FlowCom malfunction—contact SuperFlow Customer Service
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6.3 Flowbench Flow Tests
If the flowbench does not seem to generate the correct flow rates, you can check the bench for problems 
using the following tests.

  For test results and solutions, see "Table 6-2. Test Results" on page 50.

No-flow Test
The no-flow test is basically the same as a leakage test except it checks for leaks in the bench itself.
1. Bolt the test orifice plate onto the baseplate.
2. Place the rubber stopper in the large hole in the test orifice plate, leaving the small hole open.
3. Set the flow range to Intake, Range 1.
4. Set the test pressure to 25 inH20 (60 cm) according to the procedure in section "5.2.2 Setting the Test 

Pressure" on page 32.
5. Set the leakage to 0 (zero) according to the procedure in section "5.2.5 Leakage" on page 34.
6. Switch the motors on and let the airflow stabilize.
7. Place your finger over the small hole in the test orifice plate.

• The flow reading should settle back to near zero with the flowbench running. This is the normal 
leakage of the flowbench itself, and a small amount is acceptable.

• If the leakage exceeds 3 cfm (1.43 lps), record the flow meter reading and try to locate the source 
of the leak.

• Perform the test again after a leak is repaired.

Low-flow Test
Perform the same test as above, except leave the small hole in the test orifice plate open. Record
the flow reading. It should be approximately 6.8 cfm (3.2 lps).

High-flow Test
The high-flow test checks the accuracy of the flowbench using the Test Orifice Plate.
1. Bolt the test orifice plate onto the baseplate.
2. Set the flowbench to Intake, Range 6.
3. Set the test pressure to 25 inH20 (63.4 cmH2O) according to the procedure in section "5.2.2 Setting the 

Test Pressure" on page 32.
4. Set the leakage to 0 (zero) according to the procedure in section "5.2.5 Leakage" on page 34.
5. Switch the motors on and let the airflow stabilize.
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6.0 Maintenance
6. Record the flow reading. It should match the value stamped on the test plate (±3 cfm) or be 

approximately 240 cfm (160 lps) with both the 1.877” and 0.313” diameter orifices open.
7. Repeat the test in Exhaust mode.

Maximum Capacity Test
Flowbench capacity can be affected by such 
factors as low line power, defective motors, a 
malfunctioning motor controller, excessive leakage, 
and the local elevation. This test determines the 
maximum flow capacity of the flowbench.
When testing for maximum capacity, it is important 
to know that the flowbench flow in rate cannot be read directly from the FlowCom. Flow pressure must 
be used instead and mathematically converted to Flow cfm. This is necessary because the FlowCom 
calculates what the flow would be if the test pressure set point were reached.
Since we are setting the flowbench for an unrealistic test pressure set point well above its rated capacity 
and want to know the actual flow (not the predicted flow), follow the procedure below to test for maximum 
capacity.
1. Remove any fixtures from the flowbench leaving only the large hole in the baseplate open.
2. Acquire a steel plate slightly larger than the baseplate opening to use for restricting the opening in the 

baseplate.
3. Close the air bypass valve on the back of the cabinet.
4. Set the FlowCom to control to test pressure according to the procedure in section "5.2.6 Setting the 

Servo Mode" on page 35.
5. Set the bench to Range 10 and Intake flow direction.
6. Obtain the Full Scale Range Value for range 10. This information is on the calibration sheet shipped 

with the flowbench or can be read from the FlowCom using the following procedure.
• Press F3 (Test) on the FlowCom panel. The Test menu appears.

• Use the DOWN ARROW button to scroll to Range Setting. Press ENTER button ( ). The Select 
Flow Range screen appears.

The motors on the flowbench run 
at full speed during this test. Wear 
appropriate ear protection.

!  WARNING
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• Press the F2 (Intake) or F3 (Exhaust) buttons to select the flow direction. Press the UP or DOWN 
ARROW buttons to scroll to the desired range. The full-scale flow value for that range and direction 
displays on the screen. Press F1 (back) to return to the previous screen. Press any of the F buttons 
to return to the current data screen.

7. Set Leakage to 0 according to the procedure in section "5.2.5 Leakage" on page 34.
8. Set the FlowCom to display Test Pressure and Flow Pressure according to the procedure in section 

"5.2.3 Setting the Units of Measurement" on page 33.
9. Set the Test Pressure for 75 inH20.

NOTE:  Always enter a value higher than what the flowbench can reach with the test orifice wide open. In 
this test the high test pressure set point cannot be met because the hole in the baseplate is too 
large.

10. Turn the motors on. The motors will run at 100% trying to reach the high test pressure set point.
11. Place the steel plate on the baseplate hole so that it barely restricts the flow.
12. Slowly move the plates in to restrict the flow while watching the pressure readings. Notice that test 

pressure slightly increases and the flow pressure decreases as the test orifice size is reduced.
13. Continue to restrict the flow until the test pressure reaches 25 inH20.
14. Record the flow pressure.
15. Turn OFF the motors.
16. To convert the flow pressure measurement into flow in cfm, use this formula:

cfm = √P ⁄ 14.5 x MaxRangeValue
 Where:

• cfm = Flow rate in cubic feet per minute
• P = The flow pressure value recorded
• 14.5 = Maximum pressure drop across the test orifice
• MaxRangeValue = The full-scale range value for your specific SF-1020 obtained in step 6.

This is the maximum flow capacity of the flowbench at 25 inH20.

Example: 
  If the Full Scale Range Value for Range 10, Intake on your SF-1020 = 1000 and you measured a Flow 

Pressure of 14.0 in/H2O at 25 inH2O test pressure, then: 
 Maximum Capacity = √14.0 ⁄ 14.5 x 1000 = 982.6(cfm)
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If desired, you may perform this test with the 
flowbench direction set to Exhaust. However, this 
is dangerous because it is extremely difficult (if not 
impossible) to hold down the restriction plate to 
the top of the flowbench baseplate. If this test must 
be done in exhaust mode, loosely bolt two plates 
together. Insert one of the plates underneath the 
baseplate with the other on top. Tighten the bolts 
enough to secure the plates but still allow them to 
slide. Be absolutely certain the plates will not be 
expelled from the flowbench when the motors are 
turned on.

!  CAUTION

You can create a capacity curve by repeating the process for as many data points as desired in 5 inH2O 
steps of test pressure. "Figure 6.1: Typical SF-1020 Flow Capacity" shows a typical capacity curve for an 
SF-1020 at 6,000 feet elevation and at sea level.

NOTE: For best accuracy, move down one range when the flow pressure drops below 7.0 inH2O.

Figure 6.1: Typical SF-1020 Flow Capacity

Velocity Test
If the measurement orifice is stuck or inoperative, the selected flow range and the flow orifice may not 
agree which would result in inaccurate readings. You can check this if you have a velocity probe. Place 
the flowbench in the exhaust mode, any range. Measure the percentage velocity of the air exiting the 
flowbench through the test orifice. The velocity should be close to 100% at the center of the test orifice.
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Test Results

  If the test data does not meet the expected results, collect the recorded data and contact SuperFlow 
Customer Service for assistance.

Table 6-2. Test Results

Problem Solution

Excessive Leakage • Locate the source of the leak—the most likely area is somewhere around 
the baseplate

The flow rate for the 
test plate does not 
agree with the value 
on the test plate 
label

• An incorrect leakage value is entered in the FlowCom—perform a leak 
test

• Excessive leakage around the test plate—perform a leak test
• The test is being conducted at a test pressure other than where 

the flowbench was calibrated (SuperFlow flowbenches are typically 
calibrated at 25 inH2O)

• Incorrect calibration—perform the calibration procedure for the P1 and 
P2 pressure transducers

• Incorrect Full-Scale range values entered in the FlowCom

The flowbench 
capacity is 
significantly 
reduced

• One or more blower motors are defective (go to section "6.4.3 Blower 
Motor Replacement" on page 53)

• Line voltage is too low
• Leaks around the motor chamber panel or the bypass valve
• The motor controller is malfunctioning
• Bypass vent may be open

6.0 Maintenance
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6.4 Service
6.4.1 Fuses
On the front of the flowbench are two doors on the 
left. Open them for access to the motor controller 
"Figure 6.2: SF-1020 Fuse Locations". The fuses 
for the SF-1020 are located in the motor controller 
box at the bottom of the cabinet inside the left front door.
The primary fuses are on the motor control box right side panel. These 2-amp fuses protect the FlowCom 
and other electronics. Three cartridge 1/2-amp fuses inside the motor controller box protect the range 
orifice motor and electronics.

Figure 6.2: SF-1020 Fuse Locations

NOTE:  These fuses are "polarized" and will only work if inserted correctly. Look closely at their polarity 
BEFORE removing or replacing them.

No fuses or breakers are on the blower motors in the SF-1020 cabinet; however, a temperature sensor 
in the motor chamber monitors the air temperature around the motors. The FlowCom is programmed to 
display a warning if the temperature reaches 190°F and shuts the motors off if the temperature exceeds 
216°F.

Disconnect the main power to the 
flowbench before changing fuses.

!  WARNING
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6.4.2 Rear Access Panel
The removable panel on the back of the flowbench can be taken off for access to the airflow motors, flow 
direction motor, motor air temperature probe, and the direction plate limit switches.

Removing The Panel
1. Remove the 23 wood screws from the panel. 

Two lengths of woodscrews are used to attach 
the rear panel. The longer screws are used on 
the 11 inner holes (wood is thicker here) while 
the shorter screws are for the 12 outer holes.

2. Insert a ¼-20 x 1.75” bolt into the bottom-most 
two holes. Use these as jack screws to break 
the seal on the rear panel.

3. Carefully lift the panel out of the cabinet. After 
removing the panel, you can access the inside 
of the motor chamber ("Figure 6.4: Motor 
Chamber").

Replacing the Panel
1. Remove the ¼-20 bolts from the panel.
2. Replace the foam tape (SuperFlow part number  

700P-4416) if it was damaged during removal. 
Do not use any type of sealant material to 
seal the panel (silicone, etc.) because it will be 
extremely difficult to remove the panel again.

3. Apply some talcum powder to the edges of the 
panel to help prevent the wood from adhering to 
the cabinet.

4. Set the panel into the opening on the cabinet.
5. Replace the woodscrews. The longer ones go 

in the inner holes, and the shorter ones go in 
the outside holes.

Figure 6.3: Motor Chamber Access Panel

Jack
Screws

Figure 6.4: Motor Chamber
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6.4.3 Blower Motor Replacement
The SF-1020 has 14 110-VAC blower motors in it to provide airflow. These motors are grouped into seven 
pairs—two motors wired in series, each pair wired in parallel with the other pairs. If you must replace a 
motor, SuperFlow advises replacing its mate as well. Sometimes when a motor fails, it will cause the other 
motor paired with the defective one to draw more current and quicken its failure.

NOTE:  SuperFlow offers a complete motor board assembly replacement that includes all 14 blower motors 
pre-wired, part number F1200A-1025.

Replacing a Motor
1. Remove power from the flowbench.
2. Remove the rear panel according to the 

procedure in section "6.4.2 Rear Access Panel" 
on page 52.

3. Disconnect the wires from the motor power 
connection posts (see "Figure 6.4: Motor 
Chamber" on page 52).

4. Remove the eight bolts holding the motor panel 
in the cabinet.

5. Slowly work the motor panel loose and slide it 
out of the cabinet.

6. Disconnect the wires on the motors to replace.
7. Remove the four bolts holding the motor on the 

panel.
8. Carefully pry the motor loose from the panel.
9. Apply talcum powder to the rubber seals on the new motors to help prevent them from adhering to the 

wood.
10. Replace the motor and secure it with the four bolts. Rewire it as before.
11. Slide the motor panel back into the cabinet.
12. Install the motor panel retaining bolts. Do not tighten until all eight bolts are started in the threaded 

holes.
13. Reconnect the motor wires to the power connection posts observing the colors.
14. Replace the rear panel according to the procedure in section "6.4.2 Rear Access Panel" on page 52.

Figure 6.5: Motor Panel
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6.4.4 Directional Motor Replacement
1. Remove the rear panel according to the 

procedure in section "6.4.2 Rear Access Panel" 
on page 52.

2. Remove the two air vent covers on the right 
side of the bench when viewed from the front.

3. Loosen the four bolts holding the motor on the 
cabinet panel.

4. Slide the motor to slacken the chain drive and 
remove the chain.

5. Remove the motor.
6. Remove the sprocket from the old motor and 

install it onto the new motor.
7. Install the new motor and replace the chain 

drive.
8. Remove slack from the chain and tighten the 

four bolts securing the motor to the cabinet.
9. Replace the air vent covers and the rear panel.

6.4.5 Directional Switches
Two microswitches in the SF-1020 flowbench 
determine when the flow direction plate is in the 
correct position. If one or both of these switches is 
defective or out of adjustment, the flow direction 
motor may not run or may run continuously.
The microswitches are tripped by the direction disk 
as it rotates between the openings in the motor 
chamber. One will close and the other will open. If 
the flow direction is in the opposite position from 
the desired state, the direction motor will rotate the 
disk until the microswitch for that position opens. At 
that time the motor will stop.
The two microswitches are located at the bottom of 
the motor chamber with the exhaust switch toward 
the front of the chamber and the intake switch at 
the back. Both switch assemblies are the same but with different length cables. The –02 is the rear switch 
and has the shorter cable. The –04 has the longer cable for the front switch.
You can access the rear switch through the rear of the cabinet after removing the motor access panel.
To access the front switch, remove the side vent covers on the right side of the cabinet. When you look in 
the vent ports, you can see the switches ("Figure 6.7: Flow Direction Limit Switch, Front").

Figure 6.6: Directional Motor

Figure 6.7: Flow Direction Limit Switch, Front
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Observe the operation of the switches when changing the flow direction on the FlowCom. As the direction 
disk rotates, one switch should be pressed down by the disk while the other one is up. As the disk reaches 
its final position, the switches should reverse states and the motor stop. 

• If a switch is stuck in the closed position, replace it.
• If the direction disk does not engage a switch, loosen the screws holding the switch backing plate to 

the cabinet, and move it up to the correct position.

Replacing a Switch Assembly
1. Disconnect the switch cable on the motor power 

connection box located in the lower right corner 
of the motor chamber.

2. Mark the position of the switch.
3. Remove the retaining screws on the switch, and 

remove the switch.
4. Install the new switch and reconnect the cable. 

If using new screws, you may need to file them 
on the back side of the plate so the ends are flush with the plate.

6.4.6 Temperature Probes
Two air-temperature probes are provided in the 
SF-1020 flowbench. One is in the chamber under 
the test orifice baseplate ("Figure 6.8: Test Orifice 
Temperature Probe"), and the other is in the motor 
chamber (see "Figure 6.4: Motor Chamber" on 
page 52). No maintenance is necessary for the 
probes; replace only if they are defective.
Verify the probes by observing the Temp 1 and 
Temp 2 channels on the FlowCom display. If 
the flowbench has been off for several hours, 
both readings should be the same and at room 
temperature.

240VAC is always present on the 
switch contacts when the flowbench 
is plugged into a live power source. 
Always disconnect the main power 
before adjusting or removing the 
limit switches.

!  WARNING

Figure 6.8: Test Orifice Temperature Probe
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6.4.7 Orifice Motor Assembly
To access the range orifice motor assembly 
("Figure 6.9: Range Orifice Motor Assembly"), 
remove the test orifice baseplate. The only 
maintenance necessary is cleaning the area around 
it.
The range orifice assembly is a sliding plate with 
a variable, diamond shaped, sharp edge orifice 
and a motor, a potentiometer, a threaded rod 
with the plates attached, and two limit switches. 
The FlowCom is programmed with a position for 
each range. When a range is selected on the 
FlowCom panel, the motor will drive the plates until 
the reading from the potentiometer matches the 
programmed value for that range.
The two limit switches signify the end stops for 
the orifice plates. If the orifice assembly reaches 
the extreme end of its travel in either direction, it 
contacts a limit switch that removes power to the 
motor to stop it from binding and overheating.
Another possibility is that the limit switches are out 
of alignment. As the range orifice approaches range 
1 or range 10, the limit switch could activate too 
soon. This would only cause a range error when 
approaching range 1 or range 10. If this is the case, it is acceptable to adjust the limit switch to allow the 
orifice assembly to “find” its range 1 or range 10.

Figure 6.9: Range Orifice Motor Assembly

Care should be taken to not disturb the range 
orifice assembly's position sensor. If it is disturbed 
or defective, it can be replaced. However the 
flowbench must then be re-calibrated. Calibration 
of the flowbench requires special calibration plates 
and should only be done with the authorization of 
SuperFlow Customer Service.

IMPORTANT
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6.4.8 Air Filter Maintenance
Check Air Filter Assembly
The SF-1020 filter assembly is designed to capture 
airborne contaminants that are part of the airstream 
during testing prior to entering the bench. These 
contaminants can be a nuisance as well as a 
hazard. Use this maintenance procedure to perform 
a simple pressure test to determine the level of filter 
clogging which relates to reducing the performance 
of the bench.

To measure the capacity of the bench and filter 
assembly:
1. Install only the standard test orifice plate onto 

the top of the SuperFlow flowbench.
• Remove all of the rubber stoppers from the 

test plate.
• Ensure that the test plate is sealed against 

the base plate with the calibration sticker 
visible.

2. Turn on the FlowCom. Do not turn the fan motors on at this time.
3. Set the flowbench to Intake mode.
4. Set to Flow Range 10.
5. Set Test Pressure to 70.000 inH20.
6. Set the FlowCom to monitor test pressure.
7. Turn the flowbench motors on and monitor the test pressure. When the filters are new, the test pressure 

should exceed 45 inH20. This test pressure will vary based on air density, voltage supplied to the bench, 
and the condition of the filters and motors. Record the maximum test pressure reached when the bench 
and filters are new. The maximum test pressure will decrease as the motors heat up, so it is best to 
perform this test before the bench is used for any other testing. It is normal to see some variation in this 
maximum pressure reading from day to day because of air pressure changes and motor temperature 
and power variations, but this should not affect the reading more than 1.5 inH20.

8. Over time, the maximum test pressure reached will decrease as the filter media becomes saturated 
with particulate.

NOTE:  SuperFlow recommends servicing the filters when the flowbench is no longer able to reach 90% 
of the test pressure that was possible when the filters were new. Keep in mind that since other 
variables such as power supply, motor condition, and atmospheric pressure also affect this 
reading, it is best to test the filters on a regular basis and service the filters after the 90% reading is 
consistently established. When the performance of the bench drops below this 90% value, clean or 
replace the filters.

Figure 6.10: Air Filter

This maintenance procedure does not address the 
issue of potential fire or health hazards associated 
with captured contaminants. It is the responsibility 
of the user/operator to develop a customized 
procedure to address these hazards.

!  CAUTION
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Air Filter Removal
1. Disconnect power from the flowbench.
2. Remove the 12 cap screws that secure the filter assembly to the top of the flowbench.
3. Remove the filter assembly from the flowbench by removing any fixtures from the assembly, and lift up 

on the baseplate from the inside the 13.0” hole in the middle.

NOTE:  If the baseplate has been on the flowbench for some time, it may be difficult to remove. In this case, 
hit the underside of the baseplate with your hand or a soft rubber mallet to break the bond between 
the cabinet and the baseplate. When the baseplate separates from the gasket all the way around, 
lift the baseplate up and remove it from the bench.

4. Disconnect the vinyl hose from the test pressure tube on the bottom of the filter assembly and place the 
filter assembly upside-down on a worktable.

5. Refer to the drawing for filter removal. Remove the 6 nuts (item 10) that secure the filter end cap 
(item 3). Remove the lock washers (item 8) and flat washers (item 4). Remove the cable clamp 
(item 12) that secures the test pressure tube (item 5) to the filter end cap. Remove the filter end cap 
(item 3) and the two air filters item 2).
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Parts List
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 F2400Z-1030-02 Baseplate, SF-1020 Interchangeable
Adapter Ring

2 2 F4500P-3804 Air Filter, 16.25 x 14.5 x 3.5 K&N
E-3804

3 1 F2400Z-1034 SF-1020 Filter End Cap
4 12 9-07-W000-21B Washer, ANSI A, Normal 0.25
5 1 SF-1020 Air Filter

Test Pressure
Sensing Tube

Make from F2500P-0127 or
equivalent. Can be made from 2
pieces.

6 1 F2400Z-1035 Adapter, Orifice Test Plate
7 6 9-34-8.5-37C Stud, 1/4-28 x 8.5 SST
8 6 9-07-W000-25B WASHER,SPLIT LOCK 1/4 PLTD
9 6 9-34-N000-15B Hex Nut, 1/4-28 UNF, Jam

10 6 9-34-N000-14B NUT,1/4-28 HEX PLTD
11 12 9-29-2.25-08C SHCS,10-24 X 2 1/4 SST
12 1 E4320P-8940 Clamp,Cable, 1/8 Black Nylon
13 1 1/8 O-ring Material  O-ring material, 1/8 BUNA, cut as

necessary from 3200P-0125
14 1 3/32 O-ring

Material
O-ring material, 3/32 BUNA, cut as
necessary from 3200P-0332

Figure 6.11: Air Filter Assembly
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Air Filter Cleaning
To clean the air filters, follow the filter 
manufacturer's recommendations shown below. 
Each filter requires approximately 2.21 fl. oz. of 
filter oil. Apply filter oil from the clean side of the 
filter.
 
1. Pre-cleaning: Tap the element to dislodge any loose dirt, then 

gently brush with a soft bristle brush.

NOTE: If complete cleaning is not practical at this time, re-oil the 
element and re-install on your flowbench.

2. Spray on Cleaner: Spray K&N air filter cleaner liberally onto the 
entire element and let soak for 10 minutes.

3. Pan Cleaning: Large K&N elements can be rolled or soaked in 
a shallow pan of K&N air filter cleaner. Remove immediately 
and let sit for approximately 10 minutes.

CLEANING HINTS:
Use only K&N air filter cleaner. Do not use any of the following 
which can cause harm to the gauze filter media and shrink and 
harden the rubber end caps:

• Gasoline cleaning
• Steam cleaning
• Caustic cleaning solutions
• Strong detergents
• High-pressure car wash
• Parts cleaning solvents

This maintenance procedure does not address the 
issue of potential fire or health hazards associated 
with captured contaminants. It is the responsibility 
of the user/operator to develop a customized 
procedure to address these hazards.

!  CAUTION
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Filter Cleaning

To clean the air filters, follow the filter manufacturer's recommendations shown below. Each filter 
requires approximately 2.21 fl. oz. of filter oil. Apply filter oil from the clean side of the filter.

1. Pre-cleaning:  Tap the element to dislodge any loose dirt, then 
gently brush with a soft bristle brush. 

NOTE: If complete cleaning is not practical at this time, re-oil the 
element and re-install on your flowbench.
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entire element and let soak for 10 minutes.
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shallow pan of K&N air filter cleaner. Remove immediately and let 
sit for approximately 10 minutes.

CLEANING HINTS:
Use only K&N air filter cleaner. Do not use any of the following which 
can cause harm to the gauze filter media and shrink and harden the 
rubber end caps:
• Gasoline cleaning
• Steam cleaning
• Caustic cleaning solutions
• Strong detergents
• High-pressure car wash
• Parts cleaning solvents

4. Rinse Off: Rinse off the element with low water pressure (tap water 
is okay). Always flush from the clean side to dirty side. This 
removes the dirt and does not drive it into the filter. 

DRYING HINTS:
• Always dry naturally. After rinsing, shake off all excess water and 

let the element dry naturally. 
• Do not use compressed air. 
• Do not use open flame. 
• Do not use heat dryers.
• Excess heat will shrink the cotton filter media. Compressed air will 

blow holes in the element.
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4. Rinse Off: Rinse off the element with low water pressure (tap 
water is okay). Always flush from the clean side to dirty side. 
This removes the dirt and does not drive it into the filter.

DRYING HINTS:
• Always dry naturally. After rinsing, shake off all excess 

water and let the element dry naturally.
• Do not use compressed air.
• Do not use open flame.
• Do not use heat dryers.
• Excess heat will shrink the cotton filter media. Compressed 

air will blow holes in the element.
5. Aerosol Oiling: After cleaning the air filter, always re-oil before 

using. Spray K&N air filter oil down into each pleat with one 
pass per pleat. Wait 20 minutes and re-oil any white spots still 
showing.

6. Squeeze-bottle Oiling: After cleaning the air filter, always re-oil 
before using. Squeeze K&N air filter oil down into the bottom 
and along each pleat in only one pass per pleat. Let oil wick 
into the cotton for 20 minutes. Re-oil any white spots still 
showing.

OILING HINTS:
• Never use a K&N air filter without oiling. (The filter will not 

stop the dirt without the oil.)
• Use only K&N formulated air filter oil which is a compound 

of mineral oil blended with special polymers to form a very 
efficient tack barrier. Red dye is added to show where you 
have applied the oil. Eventually the red color will fade, but 
the oil will remain and filter the air.

• Never use automatic transmission fluid.
• Never use motor oil, Diesel fuel, WD-40, LPS, or other 

lightweight oils.

7. Reinstalling Filter: Re-install your K&N air filter element with 
proper care. Make sure the element seats properly in the 
filter case. Install the cover making sure it is in the correct 
position. Tighten all the nuts, bolts, screws or clips to factory 
specifications.
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5. Aerosol Oiling:  After cleaning the air filter, always re-oil before 
using. Spray K&N air filter oil down into each pleat with one pass 
per pleat. Wait 20 minutes and re-oil any white spots still showing.

6. Squeeze-bottle Oiling:  After cleaning the air filter, always re-oil 
before using. Squeeze K&N air filter oil down into the bottom and 
along each pleat in only one pass per pleat. Let oil wick into the 
cotton for 20 minutes. Re-oil any white spots still showing.

OILING HINTS:
• Never use a K&N air filter without oiling. (The filter will not stop the 

dirt without the oil.) 
• Use only K&N formulated air filter oil which is a compound of 

mineral oil blended with special polymers to form a very efficient 
tack barrier. Red dye is added to show where you have applied the 
oil. Eventually the red color will fade, but the oil will remain and filter 
the air. 

• Never use automatic transmission fluid. 
• Never use motor oil, Diesel fuel, WD-40, LPS, or other lightweight 

oils.

7. Reinstalling Filter:  Re-install your K&N air filter element with 
proper care. Make sure the element seats properly in the filter case. 
Install the cover making sure it is in the correct position. Tighten all 
the nuts, bolts, screws or clips to factory specifications. 
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6.5 FlowCom Filter Setup
Filter rates can be selected individually on each sensor input for averaging the displayed data of measured 
channels. No change is usually required for these values. All channels have their filter rate set to a value of 
"5" from the factory.
1. Press the F1 (Conf) button to access the Configuration menu.
2. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to Filter Setup.

3. Press the ENTER button ( ) to access the feature.

4. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to the desired channel, or press Quit to return to the 
previous screen without affecting the current settings. Press Save to accept changes and return to the 
previous screen.

5. Press ENTER to access the Select filter rate screen.

6. Enter the desired filter rate for the selected channel.
7. Press ENTER to accept the change and return to the previous screen.

• The CLR button clears the entered value.
• The BKSP button moves the cursor back one position.
• QUIT cancels the operation and returns to the previous screen.

8. Press Save to accept the current settings and return to the current data screen.
9. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.
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6.6 Control Settings
FlowCom utilizes a closed-loop feedback system for controlling the test pressure or flow rate. This system 
requires values known as P and I terms. These values can be changed if the conditions warrant it. The 
default values are usually sufficient for most applications and should not require alteration.
To access and change the PI settings:
1. Turn on the FlowCom power.
2. Press the F1 (Conf) button to access the Configuration menu.

3. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to Config P/I. Press ENTER button ( ).
4. Type 3512 for the password.

• Table 6-3 shows the values set into the FlowCom for an SF-1020 flowbench. The four settings are 
two P values and two I values, one each for pressure and flow.

Table 6-3. Default P/I Values

Control Mode P I

Test Pressure 100 100

Flow Rate 100 100

• Use the ENTER button to scroll to each setting.
• Use the numeric keypad to enter a value.
• Press ENTER to exit to the Config menu.

5. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.
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6.7 Calibration
The pressure channels in the FlowCom can be 
periodically calibrated for highest measurement 
accuracy. The temperature and frequency channels 
do not require calibration. 
Because calibration standards with known values 
are the basis for accurate test results, never guess 
at the value of the standard. As a rule, the source used to calibrate a sensor should be 10 times more 
accurate than the sensor being calibrated. For example, if a sensor has an accuracy of ±1%, the standard 
used to calibrate it should have an accuracy of ±0.1%.
The pressure transducers used in the FlowCom have an accuracy of better than ±0.5%. Therefore, unless 
you have access to a very high-quality pressure calibrator, the accuracy of your FlowCom after calibrating it 
will be no better than the standard you use.

6.7.1 Calibration Options
The FlowCom can be calibrated on site and saved in memory. Once saved, the calibration can be restored 
to the saved values in the event the current calibration is defaulted or altered.
Press the F2 (Cal) button to access the calibration menu:

• Calibrate: Accesses the sensor calibration option
• Default Cal: Sets the calibration to the factory defaults (these are arbitrary values and may not be 

accurate)
• Backup Cal: Saves the current calibration to memory
• Restore Cal: Recalls the saved calibration from memory

Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.

6.7.2 Calibrating Sensors
Pressure Calibration
Calibrate the Test, Flow, and Velocity pressure channels (1–3) using an accurate pressure source that 
reads in inches of water (inH2O).
1. Press F2 (Cal).

2. Select Calibrate and press ENTER button ( ).
3. Enter 3512 as the password.
4. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to select a channel.
5. Press ENTER.
6. Follow the screen instructions. Use "Table 6-4. NFS Values" on page 64 for the Near Full-Scale 

(NFS) values.

DO NOT try to recalibrate the FlowCom sensors 
unless you have an accurate pressure source or 
barometric pressure data.

!  WARNING
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Table 6-4. NFS Values

Model P1 Flow Pressure P2 Test Pressure P3 Velocity

SF-60, SF-110, & SF-120 10" H2O 15" H2O 15" H2O

SF-450, SF-600, & SF-750 10" H2O 30" H2O 30" H2O

SF-1020 14" H2O 35" H2O 35" H2O

7. Press Back to exit the Calibrate menu.
8. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.

Barometric Pressure Calibration
The barometric pressure sensor is installed on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) inside the FlowCom box. 
The channel for Baro Pressure was calibrated at the factory before the flowbench was shipped. If desired, 
it can be calibrated to provide more accurate readings for the actual flowbench location.
Obtain an accurate, uncorrected barometric pressure reading in inches/Hg from a mercury barometer. If a 
mercury barometer is not available, contact a local airport or weather service and ask for the “local station 
or uncorrected pressure.” The barometric pressure reading from the internet or broadcast weather channel 
is corrected for local elevation and therefore is not acceptable for calibrating the sensor.
1. Press the F2 (Cal) button to access the Calibration menu.
2. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to Calibrate.

3. Press ENTER button ( ).
4. Type 3512 as the password.
5. Select Baro (channel 4) to calibrate.
6. Enter the uncorrected current barometric pressure.
7. Press Back to exit the Calibrate menu.
8. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.

6.7.3 Default Calibration
This option sets the calibration for the pressure 
sensor to the original design settings.
1. Press the F2 (Cal) button to access the 

Calibration menu.
2. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll 

to Default Cal.

3. Press ENTER button ( ).
4. Type 3512 as the password.
5. Use the LEFT ARROW button to select Yes.

The factory default values are arbitrary and may not 
be accurate for any particular flowbench. Default 
the calibration only prior to performing an actual 
calibration or with instructions from a SuperFlow 
technical representative to do so.

!  CAUTION
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6. Press ENTER.
7. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.

6.7.4 Backup Cal
This option saves the current calibration values for the sensors to memory, overwriting
any previous values stored in memory.
1. Press the F2 (Cal) button to access the Calibration menu.
2. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to Backup Cal.

3. Press ENTER button ( ).
4. Type 3512 as the password.
5. Use the LEFT ARROW button to select Yes.
6. Press ENTER.
7. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.

6.7.5 Restore Cal
This option recalls the calibration values stored in memory and activates them. Use this option to recover 
the saved calibration if you suspect that your FlowCom sensor calibration has been compromised.
1. Press the F2 (Cal) button to access the Calibration menu.
2. Use the UP or DOWN ARROW buttons to scroll to Restore Cal.

3. Press ENTER button ( ).
4. Type 3512 as the password.
5. Use the LEFT ARROW button to select Yes.
6. Press ENTER.
7. Press any of the F buttons to return to the current data screen.
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7.1 Flow Testing
7.1.1 Introduction
Many of the applications of flowbenches and the data they provide are often set apart from normal data 
because of the mystique associated with flowbenches and flow testing.
An air flowbench is essentially a device that measures the resistance of a test piece (cylinder head, 
manifold, carburetor, throttle body, exhaust systems, etc.) to flow air. Many different designs and models 
are on the market today that allow the user to compare flow results before and after changes in the flow 
path.

7.1.2 What Is A Flow Test?
In its simplest form, flow testing consists of blowing or sucking air through a component at a constant test 
pressure. Then the flow rate is measured. A change is made and then the component is retested. Greater 
airflow indicates an improvement. If the tests are made under the same conditions, no corrections for 
atmospheric conditions or machine variations are required. The results may be compared directly.
For more advanced tests, it is possible to adjust and correct for all variations so test results may be 
compared to those of any other device, tested under any conditions, or tested on any other SuperFlow 
flowbench. Further calculations can be made to determine valve efficiency and various recommended port 
lengths and cam timing on a cylinder head. Other calculations can be used on other devices.

7.1.3 Flowbench History1

Flowbenches and airflow data have been part of the internal combustion engine development cycle for 
design, research and development for many years. Some of the first engine airflow studies (using some 
type of flow testing) date back to the early 1900s. However, the study of engine airflow and flowbench 
information and the relationship to performance has only been commonplace in the racing industry since 
the late 1960s.
The foundry process and the associated compromises actually controlled most early cylinder head and 
manifold designs. These manufacturing compromises drove most designs—not the technical aspects or 
specific airflow requirements.
When SuperFlow Corporation introduced the first portable flowbench to the engine builders of the world 
in 1972, airflow science came to kitchen tables, shops, and garages everywhere. More elaborate and 
complex benches had been around for some time when the first SuperFlow model was made available, 
but never in such an easy-to-use configuration. As market demand and understanding grew, many larger 
models were made available as racers everywhere began to compare flow information. Thousands of 
benches are in use every day, and engine component airflow technology is growing rapidly.
The various test pressures in use in the field are interesting because they were derived as a historical 
reference more than a technical requirement (see section "8.11 Useful Flowbench Tools" on page 100).
The first airflow benches in use at the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) level were expensive, 
cumbersome, and complex machines that were applied in the late 1960s and early 1970s for some specific 
engine airflow development work. Oldsmobile and Pontiac used flowbench-guided designs early on; 
however, Chevrolet did not have a flowbench lab in use until the 1970s. American Motors used flowbench-

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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guided cylinder head designs in the early 1970s as well. Chrysler adapted a flow lab from elements that 
were used in air filter work, and the lab was developed in parallel with their introduction of the 426 Hemi 
engine. The Ford Motor Company flow lab dates to the mid-1960s where they supported their winning 
LeMans racing effort with their GT40 racing vehicles.
Some of the OEM, specialty-engine manufacturers, and professional race teams are now using 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to assist in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and flowbenchdriven 
designs. Many of the OEMs have abandoned their in-house airflow benches to outsource much of 
their airflow development testing. As a result, some well-established shops using SuperFlow or other 
flowbenches around the country typically get involved in OEM development contracts because the 
programs are more cost and time effective.

7.2 Test Pressures and Comparing Flow Numbers
The necessity of flow number comparison is something anyone involved in flow testing must endure. Even 
if the number comparison is made on the same components and flowbench, it is important to know how 
to compare the numbers so the time and effort is worthwhile. The comparison process is necessary to 
evaluate published numbers vs. your own developed flow numbers. The first principle you learn in flow 
testing is that you must ask (or qualify) at what test pressure the flow numbers were recorded.
"Table 7-1. Flowbench Test Pressure Conversion Chart" is based on the square root of the pressure ratio 
method. If you have flow numbers at a known test pressure and want to compare those numbers at a 
different test pressure, it is easy to do. The formula is:

FlowAtFirstTestPressure = FlowAtSecondTestPressureX SecondTestPressure
FirstTestPressure

As an example, if you have flow numbers at 10"H2O test pressure and would like to know what the flow 
should be at 25"H2O test pressure, the formula is:

(25 ⁄ 10) = 1.58

So you would multiply the flow numbers taken at 10”H2O test pressure by 1.58 to see what the flow would 
be at 25"H2O.

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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Table 7-1. Flowbench Test Pressure Conversion Chart

Want Flow At:
Have 
Flow 

At

3 5 7 10 12 15 20 25 28 30 35 40 45

3  1.000  1.290 1.530 1.820 2.000 2.240 2.580 2.890 3.050 3.160 3.420 3.650 3.870
5  0.774 1.000 1.180 1.410 1.550 1.730 2.000 2.240 2.370 2.450 2.650 2.830 3.000
7  0.655  0.845 1.000 1.120 1.310 1.460 1.690 1.890 2.000 2.070 2.240 2.390 2.540

10  0.548  0.707 0.387 1.000 1.090 1.220 1.410 1.580 1.670 1.730 1.870 2.000 2.120
12  0.500 0.645 0.764 0.913 1.000 1.120 1.290 1.440 1.530 1.580 1.710 1.830 1.940
15  0.447 0.577 0.683 0.816 0.894 1.000 1.150 1.290 1.370 1.410 1.530 1.630 1.730
20  0.387  0.500 0.592 0.707 0.774 0.866 1.000 1.120 1.180 1.220 1.320 1.410 1.500
25  0.346  0.447 0.529 0.632 0.693 0.775 0.894 1.000 1.060 1.100 1.180 1.260 1.340
28  0.327 0.422 0.500 0.598 0.654 0.721 0.845 0.945 1.000 1.040 1.120 1.200 1.270
30  0.316 0.408 0.483 0.577 0.632 0.707 0.816 0.913 0.966 1.000 1.080 1.150 1.220
35  0.293 0.378 0.447 0.535 0.586 0.655 0.756 0.845 0.894 0.926 1.000 1.070 1.130
40  0.274 0.354 0.418 0.500 0.548 0.612 0.707 0.791 0.837 0.866 0.935 1.000 1.060
45 0.258 0.333 0.394 0.471 0.516  0.577 0.667 0.745 0.789 0.816 0.882 0.943 1.000
50 0.245 0.316 0.374 0.424 0.490 0.547 0.633 0.707 0.749 0.774 0.837 0.895 0.949
60  0.224 0.289 0.341 0.387 0.447 0.499 0.578 0.645 0.684 0.707 0.764 0.817 0.866

Example 1:
 If flow is 65 cfm at a test pressure of 5”, what would the flow be at 15”?

  
CFM = = 65 X 1.73 = 112.565 X 15

5

Example 2:
 If flow is 42 l/s at a test pressure of 12 cm, what would flow be at 40 cm?

  
LS = = 42 X 1.83 = 76.5742 X 40

12
 Flow at any test pressure will vary as the square root of the ratios of the two test pressures.

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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7.3 Correction for Test Pressure Variation
The following describes how to correct flow numbers when a test pressure other than the calibration 
pressure is used. SuperFlow benches require this correction which amounts to about 1% error in flow when 
the test pressure varies considerably from the calibration pressure.
In the figure below, the flowbench is drawn as a box with an upper test plate and a lower (internal) flow 
measurement orifice plate. On the left, the bench is drawing volume Q0 through the test plate. Because the 
air pressure is lower inside the plenum, the volume Q1 through the flow orifice is larger than Q0.

Figure 7.1: Two Different Test Pressures

On the right side, the test pressure was changed to TP2 which causes a different flow (Q2) to flow through 
the orifice plate and a pressure (Pf2) across the flow orifice. Note that the flow Q0 is the same flow as on the 
left side of the diagram which means the test orifice was adjusted so the same flow Q0 goes through the 
test plate at test pressure TP2.
First, we derive the measured flow for TP1 and then for TP2. These two readings will differ, and they should 
be the same because Q0 is the same flow in both cases. The ratio between the readings is a correction 
factor that can be used to correct flow readings at test pressures other than TP1. Most SuperFlow benches 
are calibrated at a test pressure of 25 inches of water.

Flow Measurement at TP1

First, note that Q0 and Q1 differ even though both flows are composed of the same airstream. Assuming 
the temperature of both streams is the same (which it is as long as the airstream velocity is brought to near 
zero before it passes through the flow orifice), then the two flows are related this way:
Equation 1:

  
= Q0 X P0 Q1 X P1 = P1 P0 - TP1 = Q1 Q0 P0

P0 - TP1

Where P = the pressure of the respective stream.
The flow through an orifice is a function of the pressure drop across the orifice and the density of the air. 
For our purposes (because temperature doesn't change), we can substitute the upstream pressure for 
density. All other factors such as coefficient of discharge are wrapped up in one constant—Kf.

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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Equation 2:

  
Q Kf Pflow

Pambient
=  Q1 Kf Pfl

P0 - TP1
=  Pfl Q1

Kf
=  X (P0 - TP1) 

The flowbench flow is calculated from the flow pressure (Pf1) with this formula, where FSF is the full-scale 
flow for the current flow range.

  
FBF FSF Pfl

Pfs
=  

Where Pfs is the full-scale flow pressure—the pressure at which full-scale flow is reached.
When substituting for Pf1 from Equation 2, we get:

  
FBF1 P0 - TP1

Pfs

FSF x Q1

Kf
=  

When substituting for Q1 from Equation 1:

  
FBF1 Q0 P0 - TP1

Pfs

FSF
Kf

=  X P0

P0 - TP1
FBF1 FSF x Q0P0

Kf    Pfs (P0 - TP1)=  

This last equation expresses flowbench flow as a function of constants: the intake flow, the atmospheric 
pressure, and test pressure.
We can perform the exact same steps for the diagram on the right-hand side in figure 6.12, where the test 
pressure is TP2 instead of TP1. When we do, we get a similar equation for flowbench flow:

  
FBF2 FSF x Q0P0

Kf    Pfs (P0 - TP2)=  

In reality, the two flowbench readings (FBF) should be the same, but they are not. FBF1 is correct
because the bench was calibrated at TP1. We can define a correction factor that will yield FBF1

even when the test pressure is TP2.

  
FBF2 FBF1 

P0 - TP2

P0 - TP1
=  X corr(TP1,TP2) =  =  corr(TP1,TP2) 

FBF1

FBF2

This correction factor has been verified experimentally.

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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7.4 Predicting Pressure Drop
To predict a pressure drop at flows outside the capacity of the flow bench do the following.
1. Record the actual test pressure and the actual flow rate.
2. Now you can predict what the test pressure (pressure drop) would be if you actually had the power to 

test at higher rates of flow as follows:
Given:

Pa Actual measured pressure drop
Pt Theoretical pressure drop
Fa Actual Flow rate
Ft Theoretical Flow Rate

Pt = [(Ft/Fa)^2] x Pa
Example:  You tested an intercooler and found that it flowed 320 cfm at 46” H2O. Given the measured 

data, you would like to know an estimate of what the pressure drop might be if you could flow at 
500 CFM

Fa = 320 CFM
Pa = 46”H2O
Ft = 500 CFM

Then:
Pt =[( 500/320)^2] x 46
Pt = 112.3“ H2O

Your part is estimated to drop about 112.3” H2O at a flow rate of 500 CFM.

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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7.5 Calculating Mass Flow with the SuperFlow Flowbench
SuperFlow flow benches measure flow “as if you had tested at 60 F and at Sea Level, or 29.92 inches 
of mercury. We call this “Flow Bench Flow”. In order to estimate mass flow of air that is actually flowing 
through your part, we must first convert the Flow Bench Flow to ACFM.
You must collect the ambient barometric pressure and the temperature of the air that is flowing through 
your part first. If your flow bench is equipped with FlowCom, then those measurements can be collected 
from the FlowCom. Once you have the atmospheric conditions, you can calculate the density of the air as 
follows:
1. Collect Orifice Temperature in Deg F.
2. Collect Barometric Pressure (Baro_P) in InHg.
3. Convert Orifice Temp to Degrees Rankin:
 T = Orifice Temp +459.67
4. Calculate Air Density (lb/cu. Foot):

  
AIR DENSITY = 0.0763 X BaroP

29.92
519.67

(T + 459.67)X

5. Calculate ACFM:

  
ACFM = FLOW X 29.92

BaroP
(T + 459.67)

519.67X

6. Calculate Mass Flow: (Lb/sec this case)

  
MASS FLOW (Qm) = Air Den x ACFM

60

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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7.6 Air Density Correction and SuperFlow Flowbenches
There is no air density correction required to adjust for different atmospheric conditions when testing. 
This is the concept that causes concern for many people. Doesn’t the flow through an orifice change with 
changing air density? Yes, it does. Well, why doesn’t the flow bench perform a calculation to compensate 
for the changing air density? Read on to understand why there is no correction, and why this is appropriate 
to do.
The simple answer to this is that our flow benches are ratiometric measuring devices. In other words, the 
density of the air in the room when you perform a test does affect the flow, but it affects both the test article 
as well as the orifice plate internal to the flow bench by the same amount and this effect is automatically 
accounted for in the way that the flow measurement is calculated. If the air density causes the mass flow to 
go up by 10%, then the flow bench simply flows more, but it still measures the flow as if the air density was 
at 60°F and 29.92 inches of Hg. This correction is not done in software, instead it is a natural consequence 
of the mechanics of the flowbench. The flowbench only looks at pressures across the test article and 
across the orifice internal to the bench. If you apply 10% more differential pressure across the test article, 
then there will be the same 10% increase in differential pressure across the orifice plate. If the density of 
the air changes and therefore the differential pressure across the test article changes, then the differential 
pressure across the internal orifice changes a similar amount. If the differential pressure at the test article 
goes up a certain amount, then the FlowCom will adjust the blower speed to bring the test article differential 
pressure back to the original set point (usually 25” H20), which will then bring the orifice plate differential 
pressure back to its earlier reading as well.
Technically speaking, the flow bench does not measure flow, it measures differential pressure across the 
internal orifice and then calculates the flow as if the flow bench was in a room full of 60°F and 29.92” Hg air 
with the same differential pressure.
You would be correct in your thinking that the flow would change as a result of the density change, but 
the key point here is that the flow bench does not measure flow, it measures the pressure across the 
orifice internal to the bench, and the pressure across the orifice changes in proportion to the change in 
air density such that the calculated flow number is constant. If you really want to investigate this using 
flow calculations, then a good reference is the ASME (American Society for Mechanical Engineer) MFC-
3M-2004 publication. According to equation 2-1 in this publication, the flow through a sharp edged orifice is:

  
Qm = 0.09970190 X C X Y X d2 X hw x p

1 - B4

Where:
Qm = mass flow in lbm/sec
C = Discharge Coefficient
Y = Expansibility Factor
d = throat diameter of orifice in inches
hw = Differential Pressure across orifice in inches of water
p = upstream air density in lbm/ft^3
B = Beta (throat diameter ratio of orifice to tube).
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If we use the above equation, but consider the flow through two different orifices that are in series with 
each other, we get the following equation.

  
Qm1 = 0.09970190 X C1 X Y1 X d12 X hw1 x p1

1 - B14 = 0.09970190 X C2 X Y2 X d22 X hw2 x p2

1 - B24

The mass flow through the first orifice must be equal to the mass flow through the second orifice or else 
mass is being accumulated somewhere (or there is leakage, but we will assume zero leakage for this 
analysis).
Since the expansibility factor Y and the 0.09970190 terms are essentially constants on both sides of the 
equation, we can simplify it to:

  
C1 X d12 X hw1 x p1

1 - B14 =  C2 X d22 X hw2 x p2

1 - B24

The terms C1, C2, D1, D2, B1 and B2 terms do not change with changes in atmospheric conditions, and 
the above equation can be simplified even further to:

  
K1 X hw1 x p1 =  K2 X hw2 x p2

At low speeds it is appropriate to assume that air is incompressible, and p1 = p2. This is true at speeds 
below 100 m/s, which is roughly the equivalent velocity of escaping air with a differential pressure of 
25 inches of water. At speeds above this, there are some air density corrections, but the amount of the 
correction is far smaller than the actual air density change. Using this incompressible assumption, we can 
now define the differential pressure at the orifice plate as a function of the differential pressure at the test 
article:

  
hw1 =  K X hw2

As you can see, this equation has no air density reference. So, if you have a test pressure of 25 inches 
of H20, the orifice pressure is simply a multiple of this, regardless of the air density. To be absolutely 
technically correct, there are some minor factors such as Expansibility and Discharge Coefficient that do 
change with air density changes, but these effects are extremely small, usually much less than 0.25% so 
it is normally safe to ignore these effects as the accuracy of the pressure measurement is typically less 
accurate.

7.0 Flowbench Theory
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8.0 Flowbench Applications and Techniques
8.1 Testing Cylinder Heads
Test Preliminaries
Cylinder heads are mounted onto the SuperFlow flowbench by a cylinder adapter. The adapter usually 
consists of a tube 4" (101 mm) long with the same bore as the engine and a flange on each end. The lower 
flange is bolted to the flowbench base plate and the upper flange is bolted or clamped to the test cylinder 
head. The flanges must be flat or gasketed to make an airtight seal. The adapter tube may be 0.06" (1.5 
mm) larger or smaller than the actual engine cylinder. In some cases, it is convenient to make the upper 
flange of the adapter about 20% wider than the test cylinder head so the head will be supported when it is 
offset for testing the end cylinders.

Figure 8.1: Cylinder Head on Adapter

A device must be attached to the cylinder head to open the valves to the various test positions. The usual 
method is to attach a threaded mount to a rocker arm stud so the end of a bolt contacts the end of the 
valve stem. As the bolt is rotated, it pushes open the valve. A 0 to 1" x 0.001 (20 mm x 0.1) dial indicator 
may be mounted to the same fixture with its tip contacting the valve spring retainer to measure the amount 
of valve opening. The standard valve springs should be replaced with light springs for testing.
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8.0 Flowbench Applications and Techniques
On the intake side of the cylinder head, SuperFlow strongly 
recommends installing a radiused inlet entrance guide 
to lead the air straight into the head. The guide should 
be about one port width in thickness and be generously 
radiused on the inside all the way to the head. The intake 
manifold can also be used. The exhaust flow may exit 
directly from the head.
Operators may record all test data on the SuperFlow test 
data sheets.

  Contact SuperFlow Customer Service if you need 
forms to use as templates or examples. Flow 
software can automatically plot the data. Additional 
factors and relationships are discussed in Chapter 
"7.0 Flowbench Theory".

Before beginning a test, record the head description, and 
measure the valve stem and valve diameter. The net valve 
area is the valve area minus the stem area.

Net valve area = 0.785 (valve Diameter2 – stem 
Diameter2)

 Where:
• Surface area = πR2

• The constant 0.785 = π/4
All engine valve tests should be performed at the same ratio of valve lift to valve diameter, or L/D ratio. 
Then the flow efficiencies of any valves can be compared, regardless of size. Multiply the valve diameter 
by each of the seven L/D ratios (0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35) to obtain the valve lift test points. 
Fill these in on the data sheet. 
Use the flow ranges listed in Table 8-2 to ensure your flowbench will not run out of capacity as you improve 
the flow of your test head.

Table 8-2. Valve Diameter vs. Flow Range

Valve Diameter Suggested Flow Range for 25" 
(63.5 cm) Test Pressure

1.00” (25 mm) Range 3–100 cfm (47 lps)

1.50” (38 mm) Range 4–150 cfm (71 lps)

1.50” (38 mm) Range 5–200 cfm (94 lps)

1.75” (45 mm) Range 6–300 cfm (142 lps)

2.00” (51 mm) Range 7–400 cfm (189 lps)

2.25” (57 mm) Range 8–500 cfm (236 lps)

2.50” (63 mm) Range 8–500 cfm (236 lps)

2.75” (70 mm) Range 9–700 cfm (330 lps)

Figure 8.2: Valve Opener

http://www.powertestdyno.com
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8.0 Flowbench Applications and Techniques
Flow Testing
Assume the test pressure is 25.0” (60.0 cm) for this example.
1. Remove the test orifice plate from the flowbench and install the test head, cylinder adapter, and valve 

opener for the actual flow tests.
2. Set the dial indicator to read zero with the valve closed. Install either the intake manifold or an air inlet 

guide on the intake port.

3. FlowCom users: press the ENTER button ( ) and set the desired test pressure.
4. Turn on the flowbench motors.

• Observe whether the test pressure displays the test pressure you intend to use.
5. Perform a leakage test with the valves closed.

• On range 1, leakage is usually from 0.5 to 2 cfm (0.50 to 1.0 l/s).
• If no leakage occurs, the corrected test flow may read zero. The leakage will not affect the test as 

long as the leakage is entered into the data or into the FlowCom.
6. Turn the motors off. Enter the leakage value onto the data sheet or into FlowCom according to the 

leakage procedure.
7. Open the valve in the test head to a lift of 0.30 x valve diameter (l/d = 0. 30).
8. Change the flow range to Intake, Range 6 or to the standard range from "Table 8-2. Valve Diameter vs. 

Flow Range" on page 76. Turn on the motors. 

NOTE:  The flowbench is designed with multiple ranges so the flow may be measured very accurately. For 
greatest accuracy, use a flow range which generates readings above 70% of the flow range at full 
lift. If the reading is not high enough, enter a lower range setting.

Now you have determined the proper range for this test pressure, valve, and valve lift. Always use the 
same combination for future tests.
9. Record the corresponding flow range on line 4.
10. Re-adjust the valve lift to the first point, and record the reading of the flow onto the test data sheet at 

line 5.
11. Set the valve to each additional valve lift and repeat the above steps. Continue this procedure until 

you’ve reached the maximum valve lift test point.
12. To test the exhaust port, enter an exhaust flow range from screen 3.
13. Move the valve opener and dial indicator to the exhaust valve and repeat the above procedures. This 

completes the test.
14. For complete intake system tests, remove the radiused inlet air guide and replace it with the complete 

intake system.
15. Repeat the intake tests and compare the results to determine the effect of the intake system.
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Analyzing the Test Data
For simple analysis of the test results, it is only necessary to measure the Test Flow, line 5. This flow 
can be compared to other tests of the same head with the same setup without further calculations. No 
atmospheric corrections are required. Atmospheric differences cancel out automatically.
1. To obtain the valve efficiency, it is necessary to calculate the flow in cfm/square inch (lps/sq.cm) of 

valve area and then compare that flow to the best yet achieved.
2. Divide line 5 by the effective valve area to obtain line 6, Test Flow.
3. Fill in line 7, Potential Flow from the chart in section "7.7.1 Valve Flow Potential at Various Test 

Pressures" on page 80 at the test pressure for your test.
4. Divide line 6 by line 7 and multiply by 100% to obtain the % potential flow, line 8. The % potential flow 

can be used as an indicator of the remaining improvement possible.
5. To determine the valve Cd (coefficient of discharge) divide line 6, Test Flow/unit area, by the Maximum 

Potential Flow/Unit Area for that test pressure from section 11.

 Example 1:
  The Maximum Potential Orifice Flow/ Unit Area at 25” H20 is 138 cfm/sq.in.
 If test flow is measured as 132.3 cfm/sq.in., the Cd is:

  

Cd =
TestFlow

PotentialOrificeFlow

Cd =
132.3
138 = 0.958

or

  The flow results can also be plotted on graphs. Contact SuperFlow Customer Service if you need 
forms to use as templates or examples. Flow software can automatically plot the data.

8.0 Flowbench Applications and Techniques
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Figure 8.3: Test Data, StandardSF1020-25.DOC 5/14/2004 - 7 - SF-1020 Flowbench Operator’s Manual 

     SuperFlow SF-1020 Test Data
Date: 5/11/96

Test Description: Standard Head Flow test Test number: 3
Head Description: Chevy Small Block V-8, 305 Serial number: 3917281

Intake Valve: Stock Intake Seat angle: 45 degree

Intake Port: #1 Port Volume: 175 cc.

Radiused Inlet: .750 thick, full radius Port Length: 4.31 inches

Exhaust Valve: Stock Exhaust Seat angle: 45 degree

Intake Manifold: None Runner Length: 10.7 inches

Cylinder Bore: 4.000 Stroke: 3.000 inches

Test Operator: Jim Johns Head porter: John Jones

  Test Setup Data
  Diameter Stem     Lift increments Effective area   Leakage Seat width

Intake Valve: 1.940 inches 0.312 inches 0.097 inches 2.860 sq.in. 2.0 cfm 0.060
Exhaust Valve: 1.500 inches 0.312 inches 0.075 inches 1.670 sq.in. 2.0 cfm 0.075

   Intake Valve Test Data
1 Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2 Test Pressure 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0

3 Valve Lift 0.097 0.194 0.291 0.388 0.485 0.582

4  Flow range 400 In. 400 In. 400 In. 400 In. 400 In. 400 In.

5 Test Flow 73.8 145.1 216.4 261.6 287.1 289.9

6 Test flow (cfm/sq.in.)  25.8  50.7  75.7  91.5  100.4  101.4

7 Potential flow  35.8  66.9  92.9  104.9  112.4  116.8

8  % Potential flow 72.1% 75.8% 81.4% 87.2% 89.3% 86.8%

9 Lift/Diameter Ratio  .050  .100  .150  .200  .250  .300

10 Cd  .132  .260  .387  .468  .514  .519

11 % Velocity 14.0% 27.5% 40.2% 48.9% 53.2% 56.1%
Average Flow: 212.3 cfm Maximum Flow: 289.9 cfm

   Exhaust Valve Test Data
1 Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2 Test Pressure 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0

3 Valve Lift 0.075 0.150 0.225 0.300 0.375 0.450

4 Flow range 300 Ex. 300 Ex. 300 Ex. 300 Ex. 300 Ex. 300 Ex.

5 Test Flow 33.9 70.1 104.2 135.0 153.0 163.3

6 Test flow (cfm/sq.in.)  20.3  42.  62.4  80.8  91.6  97.8

7 Potential flow 35.8 66.9 92.9 113.4 128.8 138.9

8  % Potential flow 56.7% 62.7% 67.2% 71.3% 71.1% 70.4%

9 Lift/Diameter Ratio  .050  .100  .150  .200  .250  .300

10 Cd  .104  .215  .319  .414  .469  .501

11 % Velocity 11.4% 22.1% 33.5% 43.6% 48.1% 52.0%
Average Flow: 109.9 cfm Maximum Flow: 163.3 cfm

Estimated HP/Cylinder: 55.1 Exhaust/intake flow ratio: 0.563

8.0 Flowbench Applications and Techniques
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Figure 8.4: Test Plot, Valve Lift vs. Valve Flow
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Figure 8.5: Test Plot, Valve Lift vs. Valve Diameter
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Figure 8.6: Test Data, MetricSF1020-25.DOC 5/14/2004 - 10 - SF-1020 Flowbench Operator’s Manual 

SuperFlow SF-1020 Metric Test Data
Date: 6/3/95

Test Description: Standard Head Flow Test Test number: 1
Head Description: Chevy Small Block V-8, 305 Serial number: 3917281

Intake Valve: Stock Intake Seat angle: 45 degree

Intake Port: #3 Port Volume: 165 cc

Radiused Inlet: 1.3 cm radius Port Length: 11.9 cm

Exhaust Valve: Stock Exhaust Seat angle: 45 degree

Intake Manifold: None Runner Length: 24.6 cm

Cylinder Bore: 101.600 Stroke: 88.900 mm

Test Operator: Jim Johns Head porter: None

  Test Setup Data
  Diameter Stem    Lift increments Effective area   Leakage Seat width

Intake Valve: 49.28 mm 7.92 mm 2.464 mm 18.568 sq.cm. 0.5 liters/sec 1.2
Exhaust Valve: 38.10 mm 7.92 mm 1.905 mm 10.903 sq.cm. 0.5 liters/sec 1.4

       Intake Valve Test Data
1 Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2 Test Pressure 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0

3 Valve Lift 2.46 4.93 7.39 9.86 12.32 14.78 17.25

4  Flow range 200 In. 200 In. 200 In. 200 In. 200 In. 200 In. 200 In.

5 Test Flow 36.3 71.3 106.3 128.5 141.0 142.4 142.4

6 Test flow (l/s)/sq.cm. 1.95 3.84 5.72 6.92 7.59 7.67 7.67

7 Potential Valve Flow 2.64 4.96 6.87 7.77 8.32 8.64 8.64

8  % Potential flow 74.0% 77.4% 83.3% 89.1% 91.3% 88.8% 88.8%

9 Lift/Diameter Ratio  .050  .100  .150  .200  .250  .300  .350

10 Cd  .135  .266  .396  .479  .526  .531  .531

11 % Velocity 10.8% 21.3% 31.7% 38.3% 42.0% 42.5% 42.5%
Average Flow: 109.7 l/s Maximum Flow: 142.4 l/s

    Exhaust Valve Test Data
1 Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2 Test Pressure 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0 130.0

3 Valve Lift 1.91 3.81 5.72 7.62 9.53 11.43 13.34

4  Flow range 100 Ex. 100 Ex. 100 Ex. 100 Ex. 100 Ex. 100 Ex. 100 Ex.

5 Test Flow 16.6 34.1 50.3 65.2 72.7 77.4 78.5

6 Test flow (l/s)/sq.cm. 1.53 3.13 4.62 5.98 6.67 7.10 7.20

7 Potential Valve Flow 2.64 4.96 6.87 8.39 9.52 10.30 10.60

8  % Potential flow 57.8% 63.1% 67.2% 71.3% 70.1% 68.9% 67.9%

9 Lift/Diameter Ratio  .05  .10  .15  .20  .25  .30  .35

10 Cd  .106  .217  .320  .414  .462  .491  .498

11 % Velocity 8.4% 17.3% 25.6% 33.1% 36.9% 39.3% 39.8%
Average Flow: 56.4 l/s Maximum Flow: 78.5 l/s

Estimated kW/Cylinder: 44.2 Exhaust/intake flow ratio: 0.551
Intake valve dia./bore ratio: 0.485 Speed for peak power: 6840 1/min

Exhaust valve dia./bore ratio: 0.375 Best intake runner lengths: 50.1; 36.8; 28.1 cm
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Figure 8.7: Test Plot Metric, Valve Lift vs. Valve Flow
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Figure 8.8: Test Plot Metric, Valve Lift vs. Valve Diameter
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8.2 Airflow through Engines
The power of an engine is directly proportional to the amount of air drawn into the cylinder and retained 
until ignition occurs. By reducing the airflow resistance of the intake and exhaust tract, cylinder filling 
improves and engine power increases directly. The average airflow through each engine cylinder can be 
estimated as:
 Average airflow (cfm) = 1.67 x HP per cylinder
 Average airflow (l/s) = 1.06 x kW per cylinder
The maximum intake airflow rate for a single cylinder is about 2.5 times the average airflow for the cylinder 
because the intake occurs during only 40% of the total cycle.

Example:
 If a Chevrolet V-8 engine produces 440 horsepower (hp), the power per cylinder is 55 hp.
  Average airflow = 1.67 x hp = 92 cfm (43.4 l/s)
  Avg. Intake Rate = 2.5 x 92 cfm = 230 cfm (108 l/s)
  Peak Intake Rate = 2.5 x 230 cfm = 575 cfm (271 l/s)

When an engine is operating, the pressure drop across the cylinder head ranges from 0 up to about 200” 
(500 cm) of water at the 575-cfm (271-l/s) flow rate. (This is equivalent to the test pressure reading on the 
SuperFlow flowbench).
The average pressure drop is about 25” of water, 2" of mercury, or 63 cm of water at the 230-cfm (108-l/s) 
flow rate. When testing with the SuperFlow flowbench, it is not important whether a test pressure of 100, 50, 
or 25 is used, provided the same pressure is used for each subsequent test to compare to the original test. 
A head that measures 10% better at 50 will also measure 10% better at 25, 10 or 5, or 3 (refer to "Table 
7-1. Minimum Recommended Test Pressures at Low Valve Lift" on page <?>).
The exception to this rule is at lower valve lifts or through small, long passages. Then the test pressure 
must be kept above a certain minimum to ensure the flow remains turbulent and does not slow down and 
become laminar.
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Table 8-2. Minimum Recommended Test Pressures at Low Valve Lift

Minimum Valve Lift Minimum Test Pressure

.050” (1.2 mm) 15” (38 cm) water

.100” (2.5 mm) 8” (20 cm) water

.200” (5.0 mm) 5” (13 cm) water

.300” (7.5 mm) 3” (8 cm) water

Conveniently, the bigger the opening, the lower the required minimum test pressure. Presently in the 
United States, most carburetors are rated in flow capacity at a test pressure of 20.4” of water (1.5” of 
mercury, 51.8 cm of water). An 850-cfm (400-l/s) carburetor is one that passes 850 cfm (400 l/s) of air at a 
test pressure of 20.4” (51.8 cm) of water. However, if you observe a manifold vacuum gauge on a racing 
engine at full throttle, notice that it only reads approximately 0.5” of mercury (6.8” or 17 cm of water). At a 
test pressure of 6.8” (17 cm) of water, the same carburetor would only pass 490 cfm (230 l/s) of air. This is 
why carburetor ratings appear to be out of proportion to engine requirements. Carburetors may be tested 
and compared on the flowbench, but sometimes only at a reduced test pressure. At a test pressure of 1" 
(2.54 cm) of water, the carburetor will flow 22% of its rated capacity at 1.5” of mercury. For example, at 1" 
(2.54 cm) of test pressure, a 660 cfm carburetor will flow 0.22 x 660 = 145 cfm.
The amount of power gained by improved airflow depends upon the engine’s volumetric efficiency (the 
percentage the cylinder is full). An engine with 60% volumetric efficiency can be improved more than an 
engine with 90% volumetric efficiency.

Figure 8.9: Volumetric Efficiency versus Engine Speed
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Estimated Volumetric Efficiency for Gasoline-burning Engines
 Volumetric Efficiency = 5,600 x hp x 100% / (rpm x CID)
 Volumetric Efficiency = 123 X kW x 100% / rpm x liters)
CID is the cubic inch displacement of the engine. Be sure to use accurate power figures. If the volumetric 
efficiency on an un-supercharged engine exceeds 130%, the power or revolutions per minute (rpm) figures 
are probably in error.
Estimated Volumetric Efficiency For Alcohol-burning Engines
 Volumetric Efficiency = 4750 x HP x 100% / (rpm x CID)
 Volumetric Efficiency = 104 x kW x 100% / (rpm x Liters)

8.3 Power, Speed, and Flow Relationships
Power, rpm, displacement, and engine airflow capacity are all related in a definite fashion. With the 
widespread use of accurate engine dynamometers and flowbenches, it is possible to measure the airflow 
potential of an engine and predict its maximum potential power and the rpm at which the power will peak. 
You can anticipate in advance the effect of porting and manifold changes and make proper camming 
changes to take full advantage of the differences. The total airflow through a gasoline engine determines 
its maximum potential power. At peak power, a racing engine will use 1.67 cubic feet of air per minute (cfm) 
for each horsepower it develops. For example, a 100-horsepower engine will use 167 cfm. This is true for 
any four-cycle gasoline-burning racing engine. Alcohol-burning engines will use 1.47 cfm per horsepower 
developed.
Estimated Engine Airflow
 Gasoline, naturally aspirated cfm = 1.67 x hp
 Gasoline, naturally aspirated l/s = 1.06 x kW
 Alcohol, naturally aspirated cfm = 1.47 x hp
 Alcohol, naturally aspirated l/s = 0.93 x kW
To increase the engine power output, you must increase the airflow capacity of the engine or burn the air/
fuel charge more effectively. In the past, racers have concentrated primarily on increasing the airflow. To 
move more air through an engine, you must reduce the flow resistance of the carburetor, injector, intake 
manifold, and cylinder head. This need has led to hundreds of aftermarket carburetors, manifolds, and 
ported cylinder heads—all designed to move more air through the engine.
The flowbench is a device designed to measure the airflow capacity of various engine components. Air 
is blown or sucked through the intake system at a standard pressure, and then the airflow capacity is 
measured. In this manner, different parts can be compared and the effect of changes quickly evaluated.
These flow tests are conducted at a constant peak air velocity at the valve, usually between 100 and 400 
feet per second (30 to 120 m/s).
While the flowbench air velocity does not vary as it does in an operating engine, experiments show that 
flowbench tests actually simulate engine operation closely enough. This is why flowbenches are now a 
major development tool for engine manufacturers and racers alike. What is the relationship between the 
capacity on the flowbench and the power of the engine? Tests show that if the complete intake system 
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airflow is measured at maximum valve lift, a well-developed racing engine will produce the following power 
per cylinder:
Calculated Engine Power from flowbench Test Flow
 HP = 0.27 x (Test Flow cfm) x (25 / Test Pressure inches) 0.5
 kW = 0.44 x (Test Flow l/s) x (60 / Test Pressure cm) 0.5
To reach this power level, the engine must also have the maximum compression, the right cam, and a 
tuned exhaust system. In short, it must be a well-tuned racing engine. With this formula, a head-porter can 
see that improving the maximum flow through the intake system by 1 cfm at 25” of water test pressure will 
gain the engine 0.27 horsepower per cylinder. (The formula is only for gasoline four-stroke engines without 
super-chargers).
The intake system flow also determines the engine speed at which the engine will develop peak power:
Calculated Engine Speed for Peak Power from Flowbench Test Flow
 rpm = 1265 x (Test Flow cfm) x (25 / Test Pressure inches)0.5 / CID per cylinder
 rpm = 45,200 x (Test Flow l/s) x (60 / Test Pressure cm)0.5 / cc per cylinder
The engine displacement is per cylinder. For super-stock engines and engines that are not all-out racing 
engines, peak power may occur at 10% higher rpm than the above formula indicates.
If you have a 220-horsepower, small-block 292 Chevy which runs in super-stock, determine what the 
maximum power will be and at what rpm. Tests show that at a test pressure of 25" (60 cm) of water, this 
intake system will flow 166 cfm (75.8 l/s) of air. The Cubic Inch Displacement (CID) per cylinder is 1/8th of 
292, or 36.5 CID (600 cc).
 HP = 0.27 x 166 cfm x (25/25)0.5 = .27 x 166 x 1.0 = 44.8 HP
 kW = 0.44 x 75.8 l/s x (60/60)0.5 = 0.44 x 107.2 x 1.0 = 33.3 kW
Or for all eight cylinders:
 HP = 8 x 44.8 = 358.4 HP
 kW = 8 x 33.3 = 266.4 kW
The rpm for maximum power will be (multiply by 1.1 for super-stock engines):
 rpm = 1265 x 1.1 x 166 cfm x (25/25)0.5 / 36.5 in3= 6290 rpm
 rpm = 45,200 x 1.1 x 75.8 l/s x (60/60)0.5 / 600cc = 6280 rpm
The engine has a maximum potential of 359 hp (266 kW) at 6280 rpm. Remember, this is the maximum 
potential power. The engine will only approach this level if everything else is optimized.
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"Table 8-3. Small-block Chevy 302 Engine Performance" shows how changes in the intake system will 
affect the engine's performance on a small-block Chevy 302 with a displacement of 37.75 CID per cylinder.

Table 8-3. Small-block Chevy 302 Engine Performance

Head Intake System Flow @ 
25" or 60 cm Power Produced

Stock, 2.02" valve 190 cfm (89.7 l/s) 413 hp (308 kW) @ 6360 rpm

Normal ported, 2.02" valve 226 cfm (106.7 l/s) 492 hp (367 kW) @ 7570 rpm

Best ported, 2.02" valve 253 cfm (119.4 l/s) 550 hp (410 kW) @ 8470 rpm

Westlake, 2 x 1.5" valve 288 cfm (135.9 l/s) 602 hp (449 kW) @ 9270 rpm

The “normal ported” head is about the best that can normally be achieved, even with careful flowbench 
testing. However, it is possible to improve the head to the “best ported” level, though welding or after-
market heads may be required.
For the last two heads, the engine must be wound up to 8500 and 9300 rpm to take full advantage of 
the additional flow. If the engine must hold together for more than a couple of runs down the drag strip, 
the peak power should not be developed at an average piston speed in excess of 3700 feet per minute 
(18.8m/s). If only a few runs down the strip are acceptable, you may raise this limit to 4600 feet per minute 
(23.4m/s), but the engine will need superior internal parts to last even one run.
These rules can be reduced to a simple formula for the rpm for peak power (remember, your shift points 
may be 10% or more above the speed for peak power):
Maximum Safe Engine Speeds
 Safe peak power rpm = 22,000/inch stroke
 Safe peak power rpm = 558,800/mm stroke
 Maximum peak power rpm = 27,600/inch stroke
 Maximum peak power rpm = 701,040/mm stroke
Returning to the example of the 302 engine, a well-ported head would be adequate for most road race 
applications for the 302 because the peak power is already being developed at slightly more than the 
3800 fpm (19.3 m/s) piston speed. If the power peak was pushed to an even higher rpm, the engine would 
frequently fail to finish the race.
To take full advantage of the extra breathing of the Westlake four-valve head, the power peak would need 
to be at 9270 rpm (4630 fpm) and engine life would be short. Without super internal parts, it would probably 
not survive even one run down the drag strip because the shift point would be up around 10,500 rpm which 
is high for any Chevy.
By pulling all the formulas together, it is possible to construct a graph for determining the maximum intake 
system flow required for a particular engine and application. Use the graphs on the following pages to 
select the required flow for any engine and speed.

NOTE: Remember that the flow, displacement, and power figures are for each cylinder—not the entire 
engine.
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To use the graph, determine the displacement per cylinder of your engine, then read the speed required for 
any particular power and the flow capacity required on the flowbench at a 25” (60 cm) test pressure.

  It is not enough to calculate the flow capacity required: the engine must achieve it. "8.4 Intake Port 
Area and Shape" discusses how to improve the engine airflow and judge the flow potential of any 
engine.

8.4 Intake Port Area and Shape
For maximum flow, the ideal intake system would have a single carburetor or injector per cylinder with 
a slide-plate throttle and a venturi equal to 0.85 times the intake valve diameter. Below the venturi, the 
carburetor bore should gradually open to the size of the intake valve at the intake manifold entrance and 
gradually taper down to about 0.85 times the intake valve diameter at a point approximately ½" (12 mm) 
above the valve seat.

  The optimum length for the port is discussed in section "8.7.1 Valve Flow Potential at Various Test 
Pressures" on page 95.

Figure 8.10: Intake Port

In practice, this ideal is never achieved, but it does provide a guideline for what an efficient port should 
resemble. When porting a cylinder head for maximum flow, keep these points in mind:
1. Flow losses arise from changes in direction and decreases in velocity (bends and expansions in the 

port).
2. Port area should be between 65% and 100% of the valve area.
3. Remove material primarily from the outside of port bends, not the inside. This improves the airflow by 

increasing the radius of the bend.
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4. Port length and surface finish are not important to flow.
5. The greatest flow loss in the intake port is due to the expansion of the air out of the valve. This makes 

the area from ½" (12 mm) below the valve to ½" above the valve the most critical part of the port.
6. The valve seat shape has a substantial effect on the flow.

Figure 8.11: Exhaust Port

Because flow losses are caused by port expansions and not contractions, the port should be necked down 
above the valve seat because the air must turn 90 degrees and simultaneously expand as it flows out of 
the valve into the engine cylinder. Humping the port inward just above the seat allows the air to make the 
turn outward toward the valve edge more gradually, reducing the total flow loss. Unfortunately, many stock 
ports are too large in this area already.
"Table 8-4. Flow Loss" shows approximately where the flow losses occur in a stock Chevy head with a 1.94" 
(49.3 mm) diameter intake valve. Note that the flow losses are negligible in the straight part of the port 
where it is easy to grind.

Table 8-4. Flow Loss

Figure # Source of Flow Loss % of Loss

1 Wall friction 4%*

2 Contraction at push-rod 2%

3 Bend at valve guide 11%

4 Expansion behind valve guide 4%

5 Expansion, 25 degrees 12%

6 Expansion, 30 degrees 19%

7 Bend to exit valve 17%

8 Expansion exiting valve 31%

TOTAL 100%

     * For sand cast surface; 3% for polished surface.
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As manufactured, this head flows about 83% of its potential for a wedge combustion chamber head. The 
best head porters are able to increase the flow to approximately 95% of its potential with the aid of careful 
flow testing.
Further improvements are difficult without major adaptation and welding. Grinding and enlarging the first 
2.5” of the Chevy port (which is easy to reach) has very little effect.

8.5 The Valve Seat
The valve seat has three purposes:

• Seal the port
• Cool the valve
• Guide the air through the valve

Sealing and cooling are promoted by a fairly wide seat between 0.060" (1.5 mm) and 0.100" (2.5 mm). 
Maximum flow is frequently achieved with a narrower seat, usually around 0.030" (.75 mm) wide.
Multiple-angle to fully radiused seats are essential for good airflow. A typical competition intake valve 
seat will consist of a 30-degree top cut 0.100" (2.5 mm) wide, a 45-degree seat .040" (1 mm) wide, and a 
70-degree inside cut 0.180" (4.5 mm) wide. An exhaust valve will work well with a 15-degree top cut .060" 
(1.5 mm) wide, followed by a 45-degree seat 0.060" (1.5 mm) wide, and a 75-degree inside cut 0.100" (2.5 
mm) wide. The outside diameter (O.D.) of the valve should coincide with the outside of the 45-degree seat. 
Flowbench experimentation will frequently uncover a superior shape for any particular head. A three-angle 
seat will outflow a simple 45-degree seat by up to 25% at lower valve lifts.

8.6 The Valve Seat
The total flow through the engine is ultimately determined by the valve diameters. While well-designed 
smaller valves will out-perform larger valves on occasion, a good large valve will always outflow a good 
smaller valve.
Valve size is limited by the diameter of the engine bore. For wedge-shaped combustion chambers, the 
practical maximum intake valve diameter is 0.52 times the bore diameter. Hemi-heads and pent-roof 
chambers permit intake valves up to 0.57 times the bore diameter because of the extra space available in 
the combustion chamber.
Four-valve heads are best, but the engine must operate at very high speed to take advantage of the extra 
valve area.
The present trend in racing engines is to keep the exhaust system flow to 80% or 90% of the intake system 
flow. This may be more than is necessary. Tests indicate that power generally does not improve as long 
as the exhaust flow is greater than 60% of the intake flow. This dictates an exhaust valve diameter 0.77 to 
0.80 times as large as the intake valve.
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8.7 Valve Lift and Flow
The airflow through the engine is directly controlled by the valve lift. The farther the valve opens, the greater 
the flow, at least up to a point. To discuss a wide variety of valve sizes, it is helpful to speak in terms of the 
ratio of valve lift to valve diameter, or L/D ratio. Stock engines usually have a peak lift of ¼ of the valve 
diameter, or 0.25d. Racing engines open the valves to 0.30d or even 0.35d.
"Figure 7.4: Valve Flow Potential versus Test Pressure" shows how flow varies with lift for a well-designed 
valve and port. Up to 0.15d, the flow is controlled mostly by the valve and seat area. At higher lifts the flow 
peaks over and finally is controlled by the maximum capacity of the port. Wedge-chamber intakes have 
lower flow at full lift because of masking and bends and are port-limited at a 15% lower level.

Figure 8.12: Valve Flow Potential versus Test Pressure
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The valve flow potential graphs on the following pages can be used as a guide for judging the performance 
of any valve. To determine the flow rate for a particular valve, multiply the graph flow/area by the valve 
area minus the valve stem area. The flow rate obtained is not the expected flow rate, but rather the 
maximum potential flow rate for a particular head at the test pressure.
The maximum potential flow at 25” (60 cm) of water test pressure for some of the popular heads is shown 
in the comparison chart in "Table 8-5. Maximum Potential Valve Airflow" on page 94.
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Table 8-5. Maximum Potential Valve Airflow

Valve Lift / Valve Diameter

Intake Valves .05d .10d .15d .20d .25d .30d

(cfm @ 25" Test Pressure)

VW 1200, 1.24" d 24.2 48.7 73.0 83.8 89.5 93.1

Norton 850, 1.50" d 40.2 80.5 20.9 161.9 172.6 177.9

Yamaha TX 650, 1.62"d 42.5 85.5 128.4 171.9 183.1 188.1

Chevy Sm Blk, 1.72"d 47.9 96.3 144.7 165.7 177.1 184.5

Chevy Sm Blk, 2.02"d 66.9 134.2 201.7 146.3 231.3 257.2

Chevy Westlake, 2x1.5"d 80.2 160.9 241.9 323.8 345.3 355.7

Ford 302, 2.25"d 83.5 167.6 251.7 288.7 308.3 321.1

Chrysler Hemi, 2.25"d 83.5 167.6 251.7 337.1 359.2 369.0

If the flow reaches a maximum value at a lift of approximately 0.30d, some cams are designed to open the 
valve farther—even as high as 0.37d—because to open the valve more quickly and longer at lower lifts, it 
is necessary to overshoot the maximum headflow point. The extra flow is gained on the flanks of the lift 
pattern, not at the peak.
The headflow figures are for the cylinder head alone with only a radiused inlet guide on the inlet port. 
When the induction system is installed, the total flow will drop off from 5% to 30%, depending on the flow 
efficiency of the system. By measuring the flow at each valve lift with and without the induction system, it 
is possible to accurately measure the flow efficiency. Frequently, the induction system will have even more 
room for improvement than the cylinder head will.

The total flow with the induction system installed 
must be used in total power calculations.

IMPORTANT
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8.7.1 Valve Flow Potential at Various Test Pressures
Table 8-6. For Hemi-Intake and All Exhaust Valves (English)

Valve Lift / Valve Diameter

.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40

Test Pressure cfm per square inch of valve area

3”  8.8 16.4 22.7  27.8  31.5  34.0 35.2 35.0

5” 11.3 21.2 29.4 35.9  40.7 43.9 45.4 45.2

7” 13.4 25.0 34.7 42.5 48.2  51.9 53.7 53.5

10” 16.0 29.9  41.5 50.7 57.6  62.1 64.2 63.9

15” 19.6 36.7  50.9 62.2 70.6  76.0 78.6 78.3

20” 19.2 38.6  58.0 77.6 82.7  85.0 88.0 87.3

25” 25.3 47.3 65.7 80.2 91.1  98.2 101.5 101.1

28” 26.7  50.1  69.6 84.9 96.4 103.9  107.4  107.0

36” 30.3 56.8 78.8 96.3 109.3 117.8  121.8  121.3

40” 32.0 59.8 83.1 101.4  115.2 124.2 128.4 127.9

50” 35.8 66.9  92.9 113.4 128.8  138.9 143.5 143.0

60” 39.2 73.3 101.8  124.2 141.1 152.1  157.2  156.6

Valve area = .785 (D2Valve – D2Stem)

Table 8-7. For Wedge Intake Valves (English)

Valve Lift / Valve Diameter

.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40

Test Pressure cfm per square inch of valve area

3” 8.8 16.4  22.7 25.7  27.5 28.6 28.6  28.6

5”  11.3  21.2  29.4  33.2  35.5 37.0  37.0  37.0

7” 13.4 25.0  34.7 39.3  42.1 42.8 42.8 42.8

10”  16.0  29.9  41.5 47.0  50.2 52.3 52.3  52.3

15” 19.6 36.7  50.9  57.5  61.5 64.0 64.0  64.0

20”  22.6  42.3 58.7 66.4  71.1 74.0 74.0 74.0

25”  25.3  47.3  65.7 74.2  79.5 82.6 82.6 82.6

28”  26.7  50.1 69.6  78.5  84.0 87.4  87.4 87.4

36”  30.3  55.8 78.8  89.0  95.3 99.2 99.2 99.2

48” 35.0  65.6  91.0  102.7 110.0  114.5  114.5 114.5
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Table 8-8. For Wedge Intake Valves (Metric Measurements)

Valve Lift / Valve Diameter

.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40

Test Pressure cfm per square inch of valve area

8 cm 0.66 1.23 1.70  1.93  2.06 2.14  2.14 2.14

12 cm 0.80 1.51 2.09 2.36 2.53  2.63 2.63 2.63

20 cm 1.04  1.94  2.70 3.05  3.26  3.39 3.39  3.39

25 cm 1.16 2.17 3.01 3.41 3.65  3.79 3.79 3.79

40 cm 1.47  2.75 3.81  4.31 4.62 4.79 4.79 4.79

60 cm  1.80  3.37 4.67  5.28 5.65  5.87 5.87  5.87

70 cm  1.94  3.64 5.04  5.70 6.11  6.34 6.34 6.34

90 cm 2.20  4.12 5.72  6.46  6.92 7.19 7.19 7.19

120 cm  2.54  4.76  6.60  7.46  8.00  8.30 8.30  8.30

Table 8-9. For Hemi-Intake and All Exhaust Valves (Metric Measurements)

Valve Lift / Valve Diameter

.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40

Test Pressure cfm per square inch of valve area

8 cm  0.66 1.23 
1.70  2.08 2.36  2.55 2.64  2.62  28.6

12 cm 0.80 1.51 2.09 2.55 2.90 3.12 3.23  3.21

20 cm 1.04  1.94 2.70 3.29 3.74  4.03 4.17  4.15

25 cm 1.16  2.17  3.01 3.68 4.18  4.51 4.66  4.64

40 cm 1.47  2.75 3.81 4.66 5.29 5.70 5.89 5.87

60 cm 1.80 3.37 4.67 5.71 6.48 6.98  7.22 7.19

70 cm 1.94 3.64 5.04  6.16 6.99 7.54 7.80 7.76

90 cm 2.20  4.12 5.72 6.00 7.93 8.55  8.84  8.80

120 cm 2.54  4.76  6.60 8.07 9.16  9.87  10.21 10.17

From a flow standpoint, a hemi-shaped combustion chamber has a clear advantage over the wedge. Until 
the valve lift reaches 0.15 valve diameter, there is little difference. At higher lifts, the hemi-valve is usually 
less shrouded. In most designs, the hemi-port is also straighter because of the valve angle. These two 
advantages add up to an average flow advantage of 16% at higher lifts, even with equal valve diameters. 
Considering that a hemi-combustion chamber also generally permits the intake valve to be 10% greater 
diameter than a wedge, the success of the hemi-head racing engine is apparent.
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8.8 Combustion Chamber
In most engines, it appears the combustion chamber design was dictated by the choice of the valve 
geometry. Perhaps it should be the other way around. Most combustion chambers basically do not 
combust as well as they should. Hemi and pent-roof combustion chambers are generally the best; wedge 
chambers are 5% to 10% worse.
Most gasoline-burning racing engines use a compression ratio between 12 and 14.5 to 1. If the cylinder is 
completely filled, the expected torque per cubic inch (N-m/liter) of engine displacement should be the same, 
regardless of engine design. However, it is not the same, and the differences are mostly due to combustion 
chamber effectiveness.
One way to judge a combustion chamber's performance is to measure the torque output per unit of 
engine displacement. At the speed of peak torque, a good combustion chamber will develop 1.25 to 
1.30 pound-feet of torque per CID (100 to 108 N-m/liter). It may be possible to raise this as high as 1.5 
pound-feet per CID (124 N-m/liter), though not without an outstanding combustion chamber design and 
ram-tuning. Most racing Detroit V8s only reach 1.15 pound-feet per CID (95 N-m/liter). Plenty of room is 
available for improvement.
A second guideline for judging efficient burning is the required spark advance for maximum power. The 
more efficient combustion chambers have a higher turbulence and require less spark advance. A turbulent 
combustion chamber substantially reduces the ignition delay time between when the spark fires and the 
charge begins to burn rapidly. Ignition timing should be set to develop maximum cylinder pressure at 20 
degrees after Top Dead Center (TDC).
For example, a small-block Chevy with a normal combustion chamber shape might require 42 degrees 
Before Top Dead Center (BTDC) maximum spark advance (35 degrees ignition delay) while a highly 
turbulent combustion chamber might only require 33 degrees BTDC advance (27 degrees ignition delay). 
The more turbulent chamber will also burn more rapidly and produce up to 10% greater power from the 
same initial charge Frequently, trial-and-error methods are the only way to improve combustion chamber 
performance. In general, strive for high turbulence, and minimize the distance from the spark plug to the 
farthest part of the combustion chamber.
At times, combustion chamber burning complexities can cause confusion when comparing cylinder heads 
on an engine. For instance, it is difficult to compare a cylinder head on a Chevy 302 and then a Chevy 330. 
While the same head will bolt onto both engines, the compression ratio, combustion chamber effectiveness, 
and rpm range will all change. Even the degree of turbulence will change. These factors can mask 
differences due to the flow capacity of the heads and confuse even an experienced engine builder.
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8.9 Dynamic Flow Effects
Engine volumetric efficiency and power can be increased considerably by taking advantage of the natural 
dynamic effects that occur during the intake cycle. Both the kinetic energy and the resonant pulses can be 
harnessed to fill the engine cylinder at volumetric efficiencies up to 130%. Without these dynamic effects, 
volumetric efficiency is limited to 100% without supercharging.
When the inlet valve closes, a pressure pulse bounces out of the intake tract and then in again toward the 
valve. By making the intake tract the proper length, the returning pulse can be timed to arrive just after 
Bottom Dead Center (BDC) of the next intake cycle, forcing in extra air and keeping exhaust gases out of 
the intake port.
To visualize what occurs, imagine that one end of a steel bar is placed against a hard surface. If the other 
end is struck with a hammer, a strong pulse (the hammer blow) will travel down the bar to the other end 
and then back to the hammer end. The pulse will actually cause the bar to jump back toward the hammer. 
While the bar (or the air in the port) moves very little, a strong pulse transmits through it.
To use this pulse, the intake port must be the correct length. The pulse will help only through a narrow 
range of rpm. If above or below a certain range, the pulse actually decreases power, so proper 
synchronization is essential. Several pulses can be used, corresponding to the second, third, and fourth 
time the pulse arrives at the valve. The second pulse is best because the others are weaker and shorter.

Table 7-9. Inlet Pulsation Chart

Harmonic Length (inches) (cm) Lower rpm Upper rpm Pulse Strength*

2nd 132,000/rpm 335,000/rpm 89% 108% ±10%

3rd 97,000/rpm 246,000/rpm 91% 104% ± 7%

4th 74,000/rpm 188,000/rpm 93% 104% ± 4%

 * Pulse strength varies with inlet flow and inlet valve opening.

This chart shows the pulses that can be used. To obtain the inlet system length, divide the number shown 
by the rpm for peak power as determined by the flow measurements (see Chapter "5.0 Operation").

For example, at 8000 rpm for the second harmonic, the formula would be:

 Length = 132,000/8,000 = 16.5”

 Length = 335,000/8,000 = 41.9 cm

This is the desired length from the intake valve to the air inlet entrance. For engines with a plenum chamber 
type intake, the length is from the valve to the plenum chamber. The pulse in the example will benefit from 
89% up to 108% of 8,000 rpm or from 7,120 rpm up to 8,640 rpm. The greatest benefit will occur at about 
3% below 8,000 rpm. Below 7,120 rpm or above 8,640 rpm, the pulse will actually work to decrease engine 
power.

To gain benefits from the pulsation, it is also necessary that the intake valve be open to a lift of at least 
0.02 times the valve diameter by 15 degrees BTDC (Before Top Dead Center). Openings of 20 degrees to 
40 degrees BTDC are usually preferable. The intake flow rating must also be 0.3 or greater for significant 
benefits.
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8.10 Inertia-Supercharge Effect
When the intake valve starts to close, the fast-moving air column tries to keep ramming itself into the 
cylinder. If the inlet valve is closed at just the right instant, the extra charge will be trapped in the cylinder 
(called inertia-supercharging). Volumetric efficiencies up to 130% can be obtained. To determine the proper 
valve timing for maximum inertia-supercharge, it is necessary to determine the inertia supercharge index, Z, 
and then the valve closing timing can be determined from the Intake Valve Closing Angle graph.
Z, the inertia-supercharge index, depends on the average inlet valve area, so this must be measured.
First determine the inlet flow versus the valve lift for the complete intake system. Next, determine the cam 
lift profile at the valve versus the degrees of engine rotation.
From these two pieces of information, construct a graph, as shown in "Figure 7.5: Engine Flow Valve Units 
versus Degrees of Engine Rotation", of engine flow units per unit of valve area versus degrees of engine 
rotation. This is a plot of the total engine flow considering both the intake system and the cam.

Figure 7.5: Engine Flow Valve Units versus Degrees of Engine Rotation
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RPM, the pulse will actually work to decrease engine power.
  
To obtain benefits from the pulsation, it is 
also necessary that the intake valve be open 
to a lift of at least 0.02 times the valve 
diameter by 15 degrees BTDC (Before Top 

Dead Center).  Openings of 20 degrees to 40 
degrees BTDC are usually preferable.  The 
intake flow rating must also be 0.3 or greater 
for significant benefits. 

 
10.0 Inertia-Supercharge Effect 
 
When the intake valve starts to close, the fast 
moving air column tries to keep ramming 
itself into the cylinder.  If the inlet valve is 
closed at just the right instant, the extra 
charge will be trapped in the cylinder (called 
inertia-supercharging).  Volumetric 
efficiencies up to 130% can be obtained.  To 
determine the proper valve timing for 
maximum inertia-supercharge, it is 
necessary to determine the inertia 
supercharge index, Z, and then the valve 
closing timing can be determined from the 
Intake Valve Closing Angle Graph. 

Z, the inertia-supercharge index, depends on 
the average inlet valve area, so this must be 
measured.  First determine the inlet flow 
versus the valve lift for the complete intake 
system.  Next, determine the cam lift profile 
at the valve versus the degrees of engine 
rotation.  From these two pieces of 
information, construct a graph, as shown 
below, of engine flow units per unit of valve 
area versus degrees of engine rotation.  This 
is a plot of the total engine flow considering 
both the intake system and the cam. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Count the number of squares under the flow curve and divide this by the total number of squares beneath 
the maximum valve flow potential line for the test pressure used for the flow test. The number obtained is 
the intake system flow rating Cv.

Cv =
AreaUnderFlowCurve

TotalAreaUnderPotentialFlowLine

The Cv will generally be between 0.35 and 0.45 for good engines. This is a total rating of the intake system 
flow for any engine. The higher the Cv, the better the engine.
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The average inlet valve area is the Cv times the intake valve area.

 Average Inlet Area = Cv x Valve Area (in2 or cm2)

This data can be used to determine the inertia-supercharge index, Z, from the formula below:

Z = rpm
126,000 X CylinderDisplacement (in3) X InletLength (in)

AverageInletArea (in2)

Z = rpm
320,000 X CylinderDisplacement (cm3) X InletLength (cm)

AverageInletArea (cm2)

Z is usually between 0.9 and 1.2 and is also a measure of the strength of the inertia-supercharge to obtain. 
When Z is determined, use the graph to obtain the correct intake valve closing angle where the valve 
should be closed down to a lift of .01 x valve diameter.

Figure 7.6: Intake Valve Closing Angle at .01 L/D Ratio
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Count the number of squares under the flow curve and divide this by the total number of 
squares beneath the maximum valve flow potential line for the test pressure used for the flow 
test.  The number obtained is the intake system flow rating Cv. 
 
 (21)    Cv  =             Area under flow curve 
                Total area under potential flow line 
 
The Cv will generally be between 0.35 and 0.45 for good engines.  This is a total rating of the 
intake system flow for any engine.  The higher the Cv, the better the engine. 
The average inlet valve area is the Cv times the intake valve area. 
 
(22)    Average Inlet Area = Cv x Valve Area  (in2 or cm2) 
 
This data can be used to determine the inertia-supercharge index, Z, from the formula below: 

 (23)    Z = __RPM__   x    Cyl. Disp. (in3) x Inlet Length (in)    
0.5 

           126,000                   Average Inlet Area (in2) 
 

 (24)    Z = __RPM__   x    Cyl. Disp. (cm3) x Inlet Length (cm)    
0.5 

            320,000                   Average Inlet Area (cm2) 
 
Z will usually be between 0.9 and 1.2, and is also a measure of the strength of the inertia-
supercharge which will be obtained.  When Z has been determined, use the graph to obtain the 
correct intake valve closing angle where the valve should be closed down to a lift of .01 x valve 
diameter. 
 

8.11 Useful Flowbench Tools
The skillful use of tools makes the job of testing airflow more fun than makeshift approaches and is very 
useful:

• Magic Wand: Provides an indication of activity and direction of flow inside a port or device under 
test. The magic wand is made from a 12” long welding rod with a 1/16" diameter. The welding rod 
has a small round ball on the end (from placing the rod in a molten pool of metal), and a piece of 
dacron or nylon type kite string is glued to it to form a little flag about 3/8" long. This is a good flow 
visualization indicator.

• Pitot Tube: Provides a way to probe the port to supply local velocity numbers. Can be used with 
SuperFlow’s FlowCom, pressure manometer, or special port software to plot areas of activity in the 
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airstream in a port. It is difficult to use in very small ports and requires one type for exhaust use and 
a different one for intake use.

• Flow Ball: Provides a method to probe a port and verify if flow is attached or separated at some 
point in the port. Flow balls are made by tack welding various diameters of ball bearings to a 12” 
long welding rod with a 1/16" diameter. Flow balls typically start with 1/8" diameter and go to 1/2" 
diameter in 1/16" increments. These tools are an easy way to find problem areas in the port without 
great difficulty and are very effective in evaluating the short-turn radius in a port or where a wall has 
a directional change.

• Port Molding Rubber: Provides an easy way to look at a port. The mold is made of silicone-based 
material (a two-part process) that is poured into the port (with valve in place); after it sets, it can be 
removed in one piece. The mold can be sliced and the cross-sectional profile drawn on graph paper 
to help measure the area at different locations in the port.

• Graph Paper: An easy way to measure the cross-sectional area in a port. The paper cut-outs are 
trimmed to fit different places in the port, and the squares can be counted, providing an accurate 
way of measuring the areas.

• Poster Board: An easy way to make patterns to help the developer reproduce the same port shape 
and size. The poster board can then be used to trace patterns in aluminum or plastic that provides 
benchmarks to use in duplicating an established shape in other ports and cylinder heads of the 
same type.

• Radius Inlet Guide: Provides a smooth approach to the port or device being tested and is intended 
to decrease the “edge effect” at the port flange. The radius used should be as large as possible and 
have at least ½" radius. The thickness of the inlet guide and the size outside he port cross-section 
should be at least 50% of the height of the port so all directions have a smooth approach. It is not 
uncommon for the inlet guide to improve the flow from 6% to 10% over no guide in use.

• Exhaust Pipe: All testing of the exhaust side of the cylinder head should use a short section of 
exhaust pipe that is at least the diameter of the port. The appropriate length is about 10" to 12" long.

• Bore Simulation Adapter: All flow testing of cylinder heads should use an adapter that simulates the 
bore size within 1/16" of the diameter used on the engine. The length of the simulated bore should 
be at least equal to the diameter or more.

• Wet Flow Adapters: Provides another reference of flow visualization that is valuable in evaluating 
what is happening in the combustion chamber and helps sort out problems in that area. It is best 
when at an air/liquid ratio that represents the normal air/fuel ratio an engine uses. This process has 
helped solve problems that otherwise would go unnoticed.

• Calculator: Ever present when the flow tester is on the phone comparing numbers with another 
tester, the calculator provides an instant indication of hype vs. truth because known numbers are 
compared to claims.
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8.12 Predicting Horsepower based on Airflow Numbers
The performance coefficient SuperFlow developed is based on very accurate empirical data and even 
30+ years after its introduction to the marketplace, it is still a good indicator of power capability of an 
engine based on its airflow. Today’s engines are more efficient because of airflow improvements that were 
generated by thousands of people searching for more power.
The prediction of horsepower based on airflow numbers can be applied if the test pressure is known. The 
results are a good estimate of the engine’s capacity to make power if everything in the system is optimized 
to take advantage of the airflow available. An accurate estimate of the power capacity of the engine is 
dependent upon having accurate flow numbers for the complete airflow system including the cylinder head, 
manifold, carburetor or fuel injection system.
The power coefficient varies with the test pressure. The following can be used for a quick evaluation of 
airflow numbers at different test pressures:
The equation: HP/cyl = Cpower x Test Flow
Where Cpower = Coefficient of power, Test Flow = cfm flow at the same test pressure that the Cpower is applied
   Cpower for 10”H2O = .43 
   15”H2O = .35
   25”H2O = .27
   28”H2O = .26
These numbers assume the engine is using gasoline for fuel.

Example 1:
  If you have system airflow numbers recorded at 28”H2O and the flow was 200 cfm, the calculation 

would be HP/cyl = 0.26 x 200 = 52HP/cyl.
  If you were working on an eight-cylinder engine, then 8 x 52 = 416HP capacity. This assumes that each 

port flows the same number.
  More accurate results can be applied if the same calculation is made for each port if the airflow is not 

the same.
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8.13 Predicting Peak Power rpm based on Airflow Numbers
Predicting the rpm at which peak power will occur (based on airflow) is an additional useful way to evaluate 
airflow numbers and an easy way to see the effects of changing engine displacement.
 The equation: RPM at peak power = [(Crpm) /(displacement /cyl)) x cfm]
  Where Crpm = Coefficient for peak power rpm calculation, displacement / cyl = displacement per cylinder 

in cubic inches, cfm = cubic feet per minute from flowbench data taken at a given test pressure.
 Crpm for  10”H2O = 2000
    15”H2O = 1633
    25”H2O = 1265
    28”H2O = 1196
These numbers assume the engine is using gasoline for fuel.

Example 1:
  Using the same numbers that were applied in the previous example for power/cylinder above (200 

cfm at 28”H2O and the engine is an eight-cylinder engine with a displacement of 355 cubic inches), 
355/8 = 44.375 cubic inches per cylinder. Applying the equation and solving for rpm at peak power, 
where RPMpp = (1196 / 44.375) x 200 = 5390 rpm.

Just for fun, what would happen to this number if the engine were 455 cubic inches? Now the engine 
displacement divided by the number of cylinders yields an entirely different number. So, 455/8 = 56.875. 
Applying the equation for rpm at peak power, RPMpp = (1196 / 56.875) x 200 = 4206 rpm.
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8.14 Adapting the SuperFlow Flowbench to Two-stroke Engines
The SuperFlow flowbenches can adapt to two-stroke engine cylinder development. For two-stroke engine 
cylinder testing, you must measure both the flow quantity and the flow direction.

Figure 8.9: Two-Stroke Cylinder Mount
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12.0 Adapting the SuperFlow Flowbench to Two-Stroke Engines 
 
The SuperFlow SF-60, SF-110, SF-300, SF-
600, and SF-1020 flowbenches can adapt to 
two-stroke engine cylinder development.  
For two-stroke engine cylinder testing, both 
the flow quantity and the flow direction 
must be measured. 

 
To perform a flow test, it is first necessary to 
mount the two- stroke cylinder onto the 
flowbench.  A picture of a typical two-stroke 
cylinder mounting system is shown.  The 
photo shows a Yamaha cylinder mounted 
onto an SF-110 Flowbench. The cylinder is 
mounted with a standard piston in place 
inside the cylinder.  The piston should have 
only one very light piston ring, or no piston 
rings.  A lever mechanism is attached to the 
piston to allow the piston to be positioned 
up and down in the cylinder during testing.  
The piston should be adjustable at all 
positions from fully open port to fully closed 
port.  The mechanism must be strong 
enough to resist the air pressure of the 
flowbench without movement. 

 
On the top of the cylinder, a Plexiglas cover 
should be fitted to allow viewing into the 
cylinder from the top side.  It is also 
recommended that a light be installed in the 
Plexiglas cover to illuminate the interior of 
the cylinder.  A small flashlight bulb works 
well. 
 
To perform a test, flow is measured by 
blowing air into the base of the cylinder and 
up through the ports at increments of piston 
opening.  It may be desirable to mount a dial 
indicator on the cylinder head Plexiglas 
cover to measure the exact position of the 
piston.  This series of tests allows you to 
evaluate the quantity of the flow which can 
pass through the cylinder. 
 
The most important test is to determine the 
direction of the flow.  To help in 
visualization of the air flow, it is necessary 
to build an air flow tell-tale probe.  A tell-
tale probe consists of a small diameter rod, 

such as a brazing or welding rod, with a 
groove ground near the tip.  In the groove, 
tie a piece of light weight string with a loose 
knot so that it may rotate on the groove, but 
will not slide out of the groove.  A small 
drop of glue may be added to the knot to 
prevent it from becoming untied during use.  
Trim the tail of the string to approximately 
.25 inches, (6 millimeters), in length.  A 
correctly constructed tell-tale should now 
rotate in the direction of the air flow and 

 

0.06 Diameter
Welding Rod

Grind Small
Groove Near End

Tie On Piece
Of Dacron Kite String,
Leave Loose To Pivot Freely

Add Small Dab Of Glue
To Prevent Knot
From Loosening

 

1. To perform a flow test, it is first necessary to mount the two-stroke cylinder onto the flowbench. "Figure 
8.9: Two-Stroke Cylinder Mount" shows a typical two-stroke cylinder mounting system with a Yamaha 
cylinder mounted onto an SF-110 flowbench.
• The cylinder is mounted with a standard piston in place inside the cylinder. The piston should have 

only one very light piston ring or no piston rings.
• A lever mechanism is attached to the piston to allow the piston to be positioned up and down in the 

cylinder during testing.
• The piston should be adjustable at all positions from fully open port to fully closed port.
• The mechanism must be strong enough to resist the flowbench air pressure without movement.

2. On top of the cylinder, fit a Plexiglas® cover to allow viewing into the cylinder from the top side. 
SuperFlow also recommends installing a light in the Plexiglas cover to illuminate the interior of the 
cylinder. A small flashlight bulb works well.
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3. To perform a test, measure flow by blowing air into the base of the cylinder and up through the ports 
at increments of the piston opening. It may be desirable to mount a dial indicator on the cylinder head 
Plexiglas cover to measure the exact position of the piston. Use this series of tests to evaluate the 
quantity of the flow that can pass through the cylinder.

4. The most important test is determining the direction of the flow.
• To help visualize the airflow, it is necessary 

to build an airflow tell-tale probe which 
consists of a small diameter rod, such as 
a brazing or welding rod, with a groove 
ground near the tip.

• In the groove, tie a piece of lightweight 
string with a loose knot so it may rotate 
on the groove but will not slide out of the 
groove. Adding a small drop of glue to the 
knot helps prevent it from untying during 
use.

• Trim the tail of the string to approximately .25 inches (6 millimeters) in length.
 − A correctly constructed tell-tale probe rotates in the direction of the airflow and moves freely on 

the probe.
 − The tail should not be tied securely to the probe but should rotate in the groove. Test the probe 

by setting the tell-tale at right angles to the direction of your breath, and then blow on it. It should 
immediately align to the direction of flow.

5. After successfully constructing a tell-tale probe, insert the probe through the exhaust port of the engine, 
or if desired, through a port in the plastic cylinder head cover, and sample the direction of the airflow at 
all points in the cylinder.
• It is generally agreed that for a good cylinder configuration, the air should flow up the side of the 

cylinder opposite the exhaust port, across the top of the head, and down the exhaust port side to 
exit from the exhaust port.

• No short-circuiting should occur from the intake port across the head of the piston to the exhaust 
port.

• Also, no dead spots of airflow should occur in the cylinder. The goal is to achieve this at all port 
opening positions.

6. For the initial testing program, use testing cylinders that are known to be good and known to be bad. 
By observing the differences between these, you can ascertain the features which make one set of 
cylinders perform better than another. No cylinder is likely to meet all of the goals.

NOTE: Two-stroke cylinder development is still largely theory, and many different techniques have been 
used to produce similar final results. No single correct way or best theory exists at this time.

SuperFlow builds engine testing equipment but does not normally perform engine cylinder testing. 
SuperFlow technicians not only answer questions involving flowbench use, but also have a wide range of 
knowledge about the exact techniques that produce good results on a given cylinder.

Figure 8.10: Airflow Tell-tale Probe
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12.0 Adapting the SuperFlow Flowbench to Two-Stroke Engines 
 
The SuperFlow SF-60, SF-110, SF-300, SF-
600, and SF-1020 flowbenches can adapt to 
two-stroke engine cylinder development.  
For two-stroke engine cylinder testing, both 
the flow quantity and the flow direction 
must be measured. 

 
To perform a flow test, it is first necessary to 
mount the two- stroke cylinder onto the 
flowbench.  A picture of a typical two-stroke 
cylinder mounting system is shown.  The 
photo shows a Yamaha cylinder mounted 
onto an SF-110 Flowbench. The cylinder is 
mounted with a standard piston in place 
inside the cylinder.  The piston should have 
only one very light piston ring, or no piston 
rings.  A lever mechanism is attached to the 
piston to allow the piston to be positioned 
up and down in the cylinder during testing.  
The piston should be adjustable at all 
positions from fully open port to fully closed 
port.  The mechanism must be strong 
enough to resist the air pressure of the 
flowbench without movement. 

 
On the top of the cylinder, a Plexiglas cover 
should be fitted to allow viewing into the 
cylinder from the top side.  It is also 
recommended that a light be installed in the 
Plexiglas cover to illuminate the interior of 
the cylinder.  A small flashlight bulb works 
well. 
 
To perform a test, flow is measured by 
blowing air into the base of the cylinder and 
up through the ports at increments of piston 
opening.  It may be desirable to mount a dial 
indicator on the cylinder head Plexiglas 
cover to measure the exact position of the 
piston.  This series of tests allows you to 
evaluate the quantity of the flow which can 
pass through the cylinder. 
 
The most important test is to determine the 
direction of the flow.  To help in 
visualization of the air flow, it is necessary 
to build an air flow tell-tale probe.  A tell-
tale probe consists of a small diameter rod, 

such as a brazing or welding rod, with a 
groove ground near the tip.  In the groove, 
tie a piece of light weight string with a loose 
knot so that it may rotate on the groove, but 
will not slide out of the groove.  A small 
drop of glue may be added to the knot to 
prevent it from becoming untied during use.  
Trim the tail of the string to approximately 
.25 inches, (6 millimeters), in length.  A 
correctly constructed tell-tale should now 
rotate in the direction of the air flow and 
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8.15 Conclusion
Many applications involve a specific need to know the airflow of engine components and how the engine 
uses air. Applying simple equations can compare the airflow of components. Many relationships can be 
enhanced if the airflow is known including valve timing (camshaft selection), inertia tuning factors of intake, 
power per cylinder capacity, and the rpm at which peak power will occur.

You can learn valuable information by studying airflow through engine components and the engine itself. 
Because the engine is a self-driven air pump, many of the characteristics of the engine are set by its 
capacity to flow air.

  More information is available from SuperFlow. Visit www.superflow.com.

Figure 8.11:  Cylinder head with radius inlet guide in place on a bore adapter affixed to a 
flowbench for airflow study and evaluations. What goes on here begins to set 
the character of the engine. Note that the radius inlet guide has a large radius 
and is thick as well, providing a smooth entry for air.
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Figure 8.12:  Using a “magic wand” allows the flowbench operator to easily visualize the 
direction and activity in the port. This wand is bent, but wands can also be 
straight.
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Figure 8.13:  Airflow, displacement, engine rpm and horsepower per cylinder can be read 
directly from this chart. The airflow numbers relate to flow testing at 25"H2O.
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9.0 Appendix
9.1 Unit Conversions
Flow Rate vs. Test Pressure Conversions

Table 9-1. Maximum Potential Orifice Flow Rate versus Test Pressure (English)

Test Pressure (H2O) Peak Velocity (ft./sec) Flow/Unit Area* (cfm/sq. in)

1” 66.2 27.6

3” 114.7 47.8

5” 148.0 61.7

7” 175.1 72.9

10” 209.3 87.1

12” 229.3 95.6

15” 256.4 106.9

20” 296.0 123.4

25” 331.0 138.0

28” 350.3 146.0

30” 362.6 151.1

35” 391.6 163.3

40” 418.7 174.6

45” 444.1 185.1

48” 458.6 191.2

50” 468.1 195.2

60” 512.8 213.8

65” 533.7 222.5

* Through a perfectly streamlined orifice (coefficient of velocity and discharge = 1).
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Table 9-2. Maximum Potential Orifice Flow Rate versus Test Pressure (Metric)

Test Pressure (cm H2O) Peak Velocity (m/s) Flow/Unit Area* (lps/sq. cm)

2 17.9 1.79

8 35.8 3.58

12 43.9 4.39

20 56.7 5.67

25 63.3 6.33

40 80.1 8.01

60 98.1 9.81

70 106.0 10.60

90 120.2 12.02

100 126.7 12.67

120 138.8 13.88

130 144.5 14.45

165 162.7 16.27

* Through a perfectly streamlined orifice (coefficient of velocity and discharge = 1).

Table 9-3. Pressure Conversion Units

Have Multiply By To Get

Inches of water (inH2O) 0.03610 Pounds per square inch

Inches of water (inH2O) 0.0737 Inches of Mercury (inHg)

Inches of water (inH2O) 2.54 Centimeters of water (cmH2O)

Inches of water (inH2O) 0.2488 Kilo pascals per square cm (kPa)

Centimeters of water (cmH2O) 0.3937 Inches of water (inH2O)

Centimeters of water (cmH2O) 0.0142 Pounds per square inch (psi)

Centimeters of water (cmH2O) 0.0980 Kilo pascals per square cm (kPa)

Centimeters of water (cmH2O) 0.000980 Bar

Pounds per square inch (psi) 27.71 Inches of water (inH2O)

Inches of mercury (inHg) 0.4897 Pounds per square inch (psi)

Inches of mercury (inHg) 13.57 Inches of water (inH2O)

Kilo pascals per square cm (kPa) 4.019 Inches of water (inH2O)

Bar 1019.74 Centimeters of water (cmH2O)

Bar 14.50 Pounds per square inch (psi)
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9.0 Appendix
Flow Conversions

Table 9-4. Flow Conversion Units

Have Multiply By To Get

Cubic feet per second (ft3/sec) 0.0283 Cubic meters per second (m3/sec)

Cubic feet per second (ft3/sec) 28.32 Liters per second (l/s)

Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min) 0.472 Liters per second (l/s)

Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min) 0.0283 Cubic meters per minute (m3/min)

Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min) 1.700 Cubic meters per hour (m3/hr)

Cubic meters per second (m3/sec) 2120 Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min)

Cubic meters per minute (m3/min) 35.3 Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min)

Cubic meters per hour (m3/hr) 0.589 Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min)

Liters per second (l/s) 2.12 Cubic feet per minute (ft3/min)

Liters per second (l/s) 3.60 Cubic meters per hour (m3/hr)

Length Conversions
Table 9-5. Length Conversion Units

Have Multiply By To Get

Inches 25.4 Millimeters (mm)

Inches 2.54 Centimeters (cm)

Centimeters (cm) 0.3937 Inches

Millimeters (mm) 0.3937 Inches

Millimeters (mm) 0.10 Centimeters (cm)

Speed Conversions
Table 9-6. Speed Conversion Units

Have Multiply By To Get

Feet per second (ft/sec) 0.3049 Meters per second (m/s)

Feet per minute (ft/min) 0.00508 Meters per second (m/s)

Meters per second (m/s) 3.28 Feet per second (ft/sec)

Meters per second (m/s) 0.0547 Feet per minute (ft/min)
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Power Conversions
Table 9-7. Power Conversion Units

Have Multiply By To Get

Horsepower (hp) 0.746 Kilowatts (kW)

Kilowatts (kW) 1.34 Horsepower (hp)

Area Conversions
Table 9-8. Area Conversion Units

Have Multiply By To Get

Square inches (sq.in.) 6.4516 Square centimeters (sq.cm)

Square inches (sq.in.) 645.2 Square millimeters (sq.mm)

Square centimeters (sq.cm) 0.155 Square inches (sq.in.)

Square millimeters (sq.mm) 0.00155 Square inches (sq.in.)

Square millimeters (sq.mm) 100 Square centimeters (sq.cm)
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9.2 Suggested Additional References
Books
Gas Flow in the Internal Combustion Engine, W.J. Annand and G.E. Roe, Haessner Publishing, Inc., 1974 
(ISBN: 0070377200).
Haessner Publishing Co. (Search Engineering Library).
How to Build and Modify Small Block Chevrolet Heads, David Vizard, HP Books, 1991 (ISBN-10: 
0879385472, ISBN-13: 978-0879385477).
How to Hot Rod Small Block Chevys, Bill Fisher & Bob Waar, HP Books, 2002 (ISBN-10: 0912656069, 
ISBN-13: 078-0912656069).
The Internal Combustion Engine in Theory and Practice, Charles Fayette Taylor, 2nd edition, John Wiley & 
Sons, N.Y., N.Y. (ISBN 0262 700166).
Internal Combustion Engines, Edward F. Obert, 2nd edition, International Textbook Co., Scranton, PA 
(Search Engineering Library).
Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals, J. B. Heywood, McGraw Hill, New York, NY, 1988 (ISBN 0-07-
028637-X).
Applied Combustion, Eugene L. Keating, 1993 (ISBN 0-8247-8127-9).
Scientific Design of Exhaust and Intake Systems, P. H. Smith and J. C. Morrison., Robert Bentley 
Incorporated, Cambridge MA, 1971.
The Sports Car Engine, Colin Campbell, Robert Bentley, Inc. (out of print, Public Library).
The Theory and Practice of Cylinder Head Modification, David Vizard, 1973, Classic Motorbooks, Osceola, 
WI, call (800) 826-6600 to order.

S.A.E. Technical Papers
S.A.E. technical papers may be obtained by contacting:
 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.
 400 Commonwealth Drive
 Warrendale, PA 15096
 (412) 776-4841
Request a current year catalog or order by number, author, and paper title listed below.
650448*   A Study of Engine Breathing Characteristics, 1965, C. H. Wolgemuth and D. R. Olson.
700122*   Research and Development of High-Speed, High-Performance, Small Displacement Honda 

Engines, 1970 by S. Yagi, A. Ishizuya, and I. Fujii.
720214*   Design Refinement of Induction and Exhaust Systems Using Steady-State Flowbench 

Techniques, 1972 by G.F. Leydorf, Jr.
790484*   Analysis of the Volumetric Efficiency Characteristics of Four-Stroke Cycle Engines Using the 

Mean Inlet Mach Number. February-March 1979 by Itaru Fakutani & Eiichi Watanabe.
820154*   AirFlow through Poppet Inlet Valves – Analysis of Static & Dynamic Flow Coefficients, February 

1982 by Itaru Fakutani & Eiichi Watanabe.
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820410*   A Study of Gas Exchange Process Simulation of an Automotive Multi-Cylinder Internal 
Combustion Engine, February 1982 by Masaaki Takizawa, Tatsuo Uno, Toshiaki Oue, 
Tadayoshi Yura.

820749*  Valve Events and Engine Operation, 1982, by T. W. Asmus.
830151*   Exhaust Valve Geometry and Its Effect on Gas Velocity and Turbulence in an Exhaust Port, 

1983, by S. G. Oldfield and N. Watson.
830226*   Characterization of Flow Produced by a High-Swirl Intake Port, 1983, by T. Uzkan, C 

Borgnakke, and T. Morel.
900058*   An Experimental Study of Velocity and Reynolds Stress Distributions in a Production Engine 

Inlet Port Under Steady Flow Conditions, 1990, by R. S. W. Cheung, S. Nadarajah, M. J. Tindal, 
and M. Yianneskis.

Bosch Automotive Handbook, from SAE Publications.
*All papers belonging to S.A.E. are covered by U. S. Copyright laws and cannot be reproduced without 
paying a fee or obtaining permission to reproduce from S.A.E. Publishing Division.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Publication
United Engineering Center, 345 East 47th Street, New York, NY.
 76-WA/DGP-4
 Short Pipe Manifold Design for Four-Stroke Engines, December 1976, P. C. Vorum
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9.3 FlowCom Digital Inputs and Outputs
FlowCom has a number of digital signals that may be added to WinDyn current data displays.

  Refer to the Screen Display Editor section in the WinDyn Users Guide for details on how to create a 
screen object.

Status Indicators
These digital signals can be assigned to on-screen status indicators and used to display various digital (i.e., 
on/off) system conditions.

Table 9-9. Status Indicators

Input # Function On Off

1 Simple/Advanced Mode Simple Advanced

2 High Temp Limit Tripped OK

3 Low Temp Limit Tripped OK

4 Remote EPROM error Error OK

5 EPROM Save Active Saving Off

6 Blower Motor Status On Off

7 Freeze State (Record) Paused Off

8 Unused N/A N/A

9 Intake/Exhaust Mode Exhaust Intake

10 Custom DTC Yes No

11 Line Frequency 60 Hz 50 Hz

12 Swirl Source Torque Frequency

13–64 Unused N/A N/A
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FlowCom Digital Relays (Switches)
These digital relays can be assigned to on-screen buttons used to control various system functions.

Table 9-10. FlowCom Digial Relays

Relay # Function Off -> On On -> Off Switch Type

1 Blower Motor Power On Off On/Off

2 Unused N/A N/A N/A

3 Record Data Line N/A Record Momentary

4 Intake/Exhaust Mode N/A Toggle Momentary

5 Auto-Record Function Start Stop On/Off

6 Erase Last Data Line N/A Erase Last Momentary

7 Erase All Data Lines N/A Erase All Momentary

8 Increment Flow Range N/A Increment Momentary

9 Decrement Flow Range N/A Decrement Momentary

10–32 Unused N/A N/A N/A
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9.4 Parts Lists
Table 9-11. SF-1020 Replacement Parts

Quantity* Description Part Number

14 Blower motor† F3815P-7505

4 Castors (bottom of cabinet) F3430P-2050

1 Fan, FlowCom panel cooling 1200A-1021-1

1 Filter assembly (optional) 1200A-1030

1 FlowCom panel assembly‡ 1200A-2200-08

2 Fuse, 2A 3AG E4320P-312002

3 Fuse, 50A 600V midget cartridge E4320P-300500

1 Limit switch assembly, 02 direction 1200A-1037-02

1 Limit switch assembly, 04 direction 1200A-1037-04

1 Motor assembly, direction F1200A-1022

1 Range orifice assembly** F1200A-1021

1 Range orifice motor‡ F3815P-2830

1 Range orifice motor capacitor F4270U4.00EOJ2

1 Stopper, #10-1/2 rubber (for 1200-112 test plate) F3430P-0045

1 Temperature probe assembly 1200A-1025

1 Test orifice plate (2 holes) F1200A-112

1 Test orifice plate (4 holes) F2430Z-0062

132” Tubing, FlowCom 2500P-419018

* Quantities listed is the quantity used on the flowbench.
† Flowbench motors are wired in pairs and should always be replaced as pairs. The SF-1020 flowbench has a total of 14 
motors.
‡ Replacing the FlowCom panel will require the full-scale range values to be entered for the flowbench and the pressure 
transducers calibrated (SuperFlow can do both).

** Replacing the range orifice assembly requires recalibrating the flowbench which requires a calibration plate set.
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Table 9-12. Options and Accessories

Part Number Description Notes

F1200A-PT1 Velocity probe, (pitot tube) Exhaust, 90-deg bend (requires second manometer 
or FlowCom™)

F1200A-PT2 Velocity probe, (pitot tube) Intake, 180-deg bend (requires second manometer 
or FlowCom™)

F1200A-1030 SF-1020 Filter kit SF-1020 filter assembly includes test plate adapter; 
filters are washable

F4000P-PFAPTIM Tight radius intake pitot tube
Very tight .600" 180 degree bend, allows testing of 
small ports such as Briggs or small engines (requires 
second manometer or FlowCom™)

F1200A-AD1 V8 cylinder head adapter 4.00" and 4.25 Bore, Clear acrylic cylinder head 
adapter

F1200A-AD2 Volkswagen cylinder head adapter Clear acrylic cylinder head adapter

F1200A-CT1 SFCT1* carb test kit SF-110/120 Without FlowCom

F1200A-CT2 SFCT2* carb test kit SF-300/600S Without FlowCom

F1200A-CT3 SFCT3* carb test kit SF-1200/SF1020 SF-300/600S with FlowCom

F1200A-CTA SFCTA† carb test kit Use with SFCT1 or SFCT2

F1200A-0004 FlowCom ModBus 1020 upgrade A serial communications protocol for use with 
programmable logic controllersF1200A-000-01 FlowCom ModBus 110/600 upgrade

Foot-record switch for FlowCom Radio Shack P/N 44-610

* CT1, CT2, CT3 are for Holley 4150/4160 carburetors

† For Holley 4500 Dominator Series
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9.6 FlowCom Code Default Worksheet

FlowBench Type SF-260 SF-750

Default Full Scale Flow Pressure 5 21 InH20
Default Calibration Test Pressure 10 25 InH20

Full Scale Intake Range 1 15 45 CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 2 30 90 CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 3 45 190 CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 4 60 380 CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 5 90 570 CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 6 130 750 CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 7 160 na CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 8 215 na CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 9 280 na CFM
Full Scale Intake Range 10 na na CFM

Full Scale Exhaust Range 1 15 45 CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 2 30 90 CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 3 45 190 CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 4 60 380 CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 5 90 570 CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 6 130 750 CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 7 160 na CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 8 215 na CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 9 280 na CFM
Full Scale Exhaust Range 10 na na CFM

P-Gain Pressure 50 50
I-Gain Pressure 50 50
P-Gain Flow 50 50
I-Gain Flow 50 50

FlowCom Code Default  Worksheet

SF-1020

25
50

25

Revison B  April 16,2019  Dan G

Units
14

400
500

200
300

100
150

50
100

25

700
1000

500
700

300
400

150
200

100
100

100
100

1000
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9.7 FlowCom Modbus Specification

FlowCom Modbus Specification

9/24/2007 Rev. 0.3

Introduction

This document describes how FlowCom implements the Modbus protocol.  The features supported are 

listed below in table 1.  The FlowCom unit has an RS-232 serial port and a USB connection that emulates 

an RS-232 serial port.  To connect to a Modbus bus, you may need an adapter from either of these 

interfaces to your particular network.

Feature Options supported Comments

Baud Rate 9600 and 19200 As required by Modbus spec

Parity bits No parity As required by Modbus spec

Data bits 8

Stop bits 1

Modbus Mode RTU No ASCII mode

Table 1: Modbus features and options.

FlowCom implements four of the Modbus commands.  Each one of these commands and their associated 

parameters are discussed below.  Note that your particular Modbus controller will add 40000 or 40001 

for Holding Register addresses, so you will have to adjust the numbers shown below to work with your 

controller.

Given that most of the data read from the FlowCom is returned in “Current Units”, it is advisable to 

initialize the FlowCom with a default setting of units for each channel.  Below is a list of channels.  The 

first eight channels are measured channels, and the frequency channel is measured.  The other channels 

are calculated from the measured channels and configuration data.

Channel # Channel Name Comments

0 Flow Pressure Pressure across flow-measurement orifice.

1 Test Pressure Pressure across the test piece.

2 Velocity Pressure Pressure from Aux pressure sensor.

3 Baro Pressure

4 Temperature #1

5 Temperature #2

6 Aux On-board instrumentation amplifier.

7 Temperature #3 Used as orifice position channel on SF-1020

8 Flow Rate Calculated from pressures and temperatures

9 Velocity Calculated from pressures
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10 Delta Temp |T1-T2|

11 Percent Flow Percent of full-scale flow.

12 Swirl Calculated channel from swirl meter input.

13 Frequency Measured channel.

Table 2.: FlowCom channels.

Registers

FlowCom implements the following Read-Only and Read/Write registers.

Read-Write Registers

Register Function Value Units Comments

40001 Version Firmware version Example – 2153 means version 2.15c

40002 Servo Mode 0 = Test pressure 

mode

1 = Flow mode

Selects which servo mode to use. 

Will cause the bench to try to servo 

to a fixed value of either a user-

supplied test pressure or flow rate.

40003 Intake/Exhaust 0 = Intake mode

1 = Exhaust mode

Sets/gets the current mode setting.

40004 AutoZero Now 1 = Autozero all 

channels now.

Reads the state of the autozero 

system (1=on, 0=off). Writing 1 will 

autozero channels now.

40005 Pause 0 = Unpause

1 = Pause

Causes FlowCom's data acquisition 

to pause or unpause.  Some systems 

use the pause state as a signal to 

capture a data point.

40006 Motor On/Off 0 = Motor(s) off

1 = Motor(s) on

Set or read the state of the bench's 

motors.  Note that motors may not 

turn on under some conditions.  See 

FlowCom manual for details.

40007 FlowBench ID 0 =SF60

1 = SF110

2 = SF300

3 = IdSF600

4 = IdSF1200

5 = IdSF1020

Returns the flowbench setting from 

FlowCom.

40008 Flow Pressure Flow pressure * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current flow pressure, in 

the units currently set for  the flow 

pressure channel.

40009 Test Pressure Test pressure * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current test pressure, in 

the units currently set for  the test 

pressure channel.
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40010 Velocity Pressure Velocity pressure * 

10

Current 

Units

Returns the current velocity pressure, 

in the units currently set for  the 

velocity pressure channel.

40011 Barometric Pressure Baro * 100 Current 

Units

Returns the current baro pressure, in 

the units currently set for  the baro 

pressure channel.

40012 Temperature #1 Temp * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current temperature 

reading.

40013 Temperature #2 Temp * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current temperature 

reading.

40014 Aux input Reading * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current value of the Aux 

channel.

40015 Temperature #3 Temp * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current temperature 

reading.  Note: this channel is used 

to measure orifice position in the 

SF-1020.

40016 Flow Rate Flow rate * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current calculated flow 

rate.  This reading includes all the 

corrections for flow rate that are 

configured.

40017 Velocity Velocity * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the current velocity 

measurement.

40018 Delta Temperature ∆T * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the difference between 

Temp #1 and Temp #2.  Note that 

this channel has units that can be set 

independently from the other 

temperature channels.

40019 Percent Flow %Flow * 10 None Returns

FlowPress /FullScaleFlowPress

40020 Swirl Swirl * 10 Current 

Units

Returns current swirl reading

40021 Frequency Freq * 10 Hz Returns the current frequency 

reading.

40022 Full-scale Flow Flow * 10 Current 

Units

Returns the full-scale reading for the 

current flow range.

40023 Range Setting 1 to MaxRange MaxRange is the highest range for 

the flowbench that FlowCom is 

configured for.

40024 Test Pressure Setting Pressure value * 

100

Current 

channel 

units

Sets/gets the current setpoint for test-

pressure servoing.  Units are the 

current units defined for the test 

pressure channel.  Example – 1200 
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means 12.00” of water, assuming the 

test pressure units are inches of 

water.

40025 Flow Rate Setting Flow rate * 10 Current 

channel 

units

Sets/gets the current setpoint for 

flow-rate servoing.  Units are the 

current units defined for the flow rate 

channel.  Example – 1200 means 

120.0 CFM, assuming the flow rate 

units are CFM.

40026 Leakage Flow rate * 10 Current 

channel 

units

Gets/sets the leakage value in 

FlowCom. Units are the current units 

defined for the flow rate channel.

40027-

40034

Filtered Data 0x0000 – 0xffff A/D 

counts

Returns the filtered data from 

FlowCom, which is filtered 

according to the filter rates set up in 

FlowCom.

Table 3: Read-write registers.
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9.8 Drawings
The following pages contain information specific to the SuperFlow equipment ordered. As specifications 
and part numbers change, these documents will be updated to reflect the equipment and requirements for 
your machine at the time of shipment. Contact your sales representative for further information.
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